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In consideration of our readers

Our 120th anniversary was the impetus for the creation of our new
corporate brand, TOMOWEL.
The Kyodo Printing “TOMOWEL” brand is all about creating a truly
abundant and beautiful future while building a better relationship
with customers, trading partners, society and the planet.
We are Kyodo Printing of TOMOWEL.

To provide information to readers with a variety of
viewpoints, this document has been created with universal design firmly in mind.
Colors were selected to be colorblind barrier free to
ensure readability. Universal design fonts were also
used, with sizes of 13Q or larger as the standard for
leads, headers and body text.
Kyodo Printing Group’s methods of providing CSR
information
[CSR Report 2019]
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case studies from the 2018 financial year.
Japanese version (booklet/PDF), English version
(PDF)
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Mr. Norichika Kanie
Professor, Graduate School of Media and
Governance, Keio University / Senior Research
Fellow, United Nations University Institute for the
Advanced Study of Sustainability

Yoshiaki Fujimori
President, Kyodo Printing Co., Ltd.

Dialogue
with the
President

Creating a future targeted by SDGs
based on the TOMOWEL philosophy

The Kyodo Printing Group aims to contribute to a sustainable future by realizing its TOMOWEL
philosophy. The role of this report is to promote SDGs (sustainable development goals) that are
common throughout the world. We invited Norichika Kanie, a professor at Keio University to discuss
our Group’s CSR activities and potential of creating value to help achieve SDGs.
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Fujimori: Last year was the first year of the three-

Kanie: Your business really covers a wide area.

year mid-term management plan, during which we
conducted activities based on the basic policy of
“fostering and expanding strengths and continuing
growth by trying to reform our business base”. The
results for the term ending March, 2019 were sales
of ¥97,782,000,000 (2.8% more than previous term),
and ordinary profit of ¥1,748,000,000 (33.9% less than
previous term).
Information system business is in a difficult state for
us in the printing business. Due to the advancement
of digital technology in society, there has been
less demand for the print medium especially in
the publishing and sales promotion sectors which
garnered great sales in the past. On the other hand,
the promotion sector, including e-books and the
digital sector is in a good state. BPO business, which
encompasses being contracted to print customer data
held by companies and other office work deriving from
that, has been performing well and the whole group
is working to expand that business. The living and
industrial materials business mainly handles packaging
such as soft packaging and cartons and laminated
tubes. To expand this business, we have made great
investments in facilities and M&A.

Recently, social perspectives such as CSR and
SDGs have become more important when weighing
up business strategies, but I think that your company
business should be considering both risk and
opportunity. For example, business that uses paper
has a responsibility to consider risk elements such
as what kind of forest the raw materials came from
and is that forest being properly managed, as well
as infringement of human rights such as use of child
labor. When it comes to opportunities, there is a
possibility that a new market will be developed by
addressing social issues. If you deal with risks and
make things more traceable, that will incur costs in
itself, but it will become a “market value” to be offered
as an added value, and this is an area where CSR is
currently undergoing changes.
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Looking at it from such a perspective, the 17 SDG
goals and 169 targets that the international community
is tackling as common problems, have also become
an “awareness list” when it comes to business. One of
the many problems that has received a lot of attention
recently is marine plastics, and I imagine that this
deeply affects a company such as yours which is in
the business of producing containers and packaging.

Fujimori: Our group handles a large amount of

plastics, mainly in our living and industrial materials
business. This includes soft packaging for various
foods, laminated tubes for cosmetics and toothpaste,
and high-performance packaging for pharmaceutical
products. We, therefore, need to make continuous
efforts to respond to environment-related issues in
the future. A pressing issue is the need to consider
rational coping methods such as reducing the amount
of plastic by using bioplastics. These are problems
faced by the entire printing industry. I hope that we
can help paper manufacturers develop paper just as
functional as plastic and with excellent processing
qualities.
Kanie: If containers made by such materials can
be created, then they will surely be in demand all
over the world. Countries throughout the word are
increasingly issuing restrictions against plastic, so that
should conversely run in your favor. Trends to build a
sustainable society shall increasingly strengthen and
global warming measures conducted mainly through
corporations will also be a major tend that we will see
in the future. Expanding the market should also be a
major help.

Making the TOMOWEL philosophy a reality fulfills our social responsibility and
helps to achieve SDGs.
Kanie: I expect that the “TOMOWEL” corporate brand
announced last year incorporates the ideas of CSR
and sustainability. Is that the case?
Fujimori: TOMOWEL contains the desire to build
a good relationship with all stakeholders including
customers, society, and the global environment. We
are in the manufacturing industry so we can make a
contribution to society through manufacturing. Socially
added-value such as concern for the environment
is required by customers nowadays, so I think that
responding properly to this is the fundamental CSR of
companies.

Kanie: SDGs are tools that expertly organize social
issues to be solved through business in order to
prevent companies from providing mistaken added
value to society. By deciding which part of their
business matches SDGs and then acting accordingly,
companies can create correct and sustainable values.
In addition to sustainable added value, some kind of
background story is necessary. Focusing on a story
that tells the lifecycle of a series of products, such as
where they come from in the entire value chain and
how they will be disposed of, is one of the keywords of
a sustainable society and leads to real added-value.
As society changes, added values will also change.
SDGs target the year 2030, but the shape of the future
beyond that is also included in them. Therefore, I think
that if you conduct various activities in line with SDGs,
there will be no need to panic later.

Make diversity a strength and create a
sustainable story together with partners.
Kanie: What do you think is a precondition for SDG

activities, work-style reform or diversity?
Fujimori: It goes without saying that diversity is

important to a company. Our group employs a variety
of people such as elderly people, foreign nationals,
and the disabled. A major precondition is that all
workplaces are fair and free of discrimination. We
established the “Work-style Reform Promotion
Section” to build a workplace environment that allows
each and every employee to realize their potential.
Specifically-speaking, we are aiming to realize a worklife balance through diverse working styles not tied
to a specific work time and place, such as a mixture
of regular-time workers, satellite office workers, and
teleworkers.
Kanie: The greater the diversity, the stronger the setup. I
think that maintaining diversity is a value. The possibility
of varying ideas coming together increases, and
people can cover each other when one fails. I think that
diversity contributes to the strength of an organization.
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Implementing SDGs
to Realize a Sustainable Society
The Kyodo Printing Group has helped to achieve SDGs (sustainable development goals) through
its business. This feature introduces some of the main initiatives.

Fujimori: Our group has about 3,800 employees,
but this rises to about 100,000 when including
their families and everyone in the 1500 associated
companies and their families. Kyodo Printing is
involved in the lifestyles of that amount of people.
Therefore, if we are reforming work styles, we
have to think about those 100,000 people as well
as employees. Promoting partnership with local
communities, fellow professionals or associate
companies is essential. Business starts by building
links and promoting mutual understanding in a society,
and I think that such business is effective at building
a prosperous society. In that sense, we have placed
a lot of effort into regional revitalization. Making the
most of our knowledge in a wide variety of areas
including promotion, media, tourism, and distribution
to help improve performance in regional areas, we
have worked to connect local authorities, national
government and associated companies.
Kanie: As the population continues to decline due
to reduced birth rate and an aging population, there
are an extremely large number of local authorities
with a strong interest in regional revitalization through
SDGs, but partnerships based on existing methods
are hard to find. As a result, interest in SDG-related
partnerships has intensified. There are 17 sustainable
development goals, so I think that looking at them
from such a perspective may help to solve a variety of
social issues.

Fujimori: It was once said that “what one man can

imagine, another will someday be able to achieve.”
It may take a few generations, but the future that we
imagine and the activities conducted to realize them
may consequently help to solve social issues. I think
that conducting such activities while fulfilling our
respective roles is important.
Kanie: ESG investment flow is speeding up and
non-financial information such as the impact on,
relationship with, and contribution to society will
become crucial to company reputation in the future.
The next step for SDGs will be working out how
to “measure” such issues. This will help to attract
investors and show internal and external stakeholders
that the company is moving in the right direction.
It will also act as an example, or story, of realizing
a sustainable society through business. If you can
become a company that can relay such a story, I think
that it will be even better.
Fujimori: When considering things from an SDGs
perspective, I believe that a harmony of environment
and society will help to make employees’ lives more
prosperous. Through this, I think that work styles will
change and stories of business trying to realize a
sustainable society will start to emerge. To that end, I
hope that we can start by striving to write stories about
each and every one of our stakeholders enjoying
prosperous lives through the TOMOWEL philosophy.

Ending the discussion―Norichika Kanie

Your company has great foresight because of its strong interest in SDGs and in conducting its
business based on a corporate philosophy. By approaching various issues with a mind on the
future, one can see that your company is thinking seriously about society. The next step is to pass
on this way of thinking to, first, your employees and then to the 100,000 people who support the
Kyodo Printing Group, and I get the strong impression that SDGs could serve as a tool to achieve
that.
Profile: Professor, Graduate School of Media and Governance, Keio University / Senior Research Fellow, United Nations University
Institute for the Advanced Study of Sustainability. Reached present post after being Associate Professor at Tokyo Institute of Technology.
Held successive posts as a Marie Curie Incoming International Fellow of the European Commission and a visiting professor at the Institut
d'Etudes Politiques de Paris. Concurrently holds posts of member of Japanese Government’s SDGs Promotion Headquarters Roundtable
Meeting Committee and as a member of the expert committee for SDGs for Regional Revitalization Bureau of the Cabinet Office.
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“Transforming our world: the 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development” was adopted by the United
Nations in September 2015, and the
SDGs, composed of 17 goals and 169
targets, were formulated.
The idea of “building a good relationship between employers, customers and all things relating to society
to create a truly prosperous future”,
as incorporated in the “TOMOWEL”
corporate brand of the Group, has
the same aims as the SDGs. We shall
continue to work to achieve the SDGs
targeted all over the world through
our business.

Case 1 Regional revitalization support
Initiatives taken from an SDGs perspective are an effective
way to solve population decline-related economic and social problems faced by local governments. Case studies of
cooperation between local government, local governments
and our company are introduced.

Case 2 Healthcare solutions
An SDGs perspective is crucial for companies to smoothly
manage employees’ health and provide a workplace where
they can work enthusiastically and with motivation. Our
company’s solutions to support corporate health management are introduced.

High-performance Packaging

Case 3 Materials that Reduce Social Waste
Packages for goods such as food and medicine not only
protect the contents but also solve social problems such as
universal design and environmental aspects.
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Case 1 Regional revitalization support

Participating in Sendai City regional brand building initiatives

Applying SDGs to solve regional problems
A partnership between government, local authorities, and local companies with the Kyodo Printing
Group at the center supported the development of an economic base and local economic growth.

Sendai City
Regional brand-building initiative:
“Miyako no Mori - Sendai”

1

The aim of this initiative is to develop and promote a
regional brand, and attract income from within and beyond the region by pooling regional resources (regional
collaboration). To this end, we worked on the following three initiatives: “regional brand-building initiative”,
“initiative to strengthen competitiveness of small and
medium-sized enterprises (SME) by utilizing design”,
and “initiative to solve SME problems through corporate collaboration”.
The “regional brand-building initiative” aims to increase sales of participating businesses by enhancing
their handled items. This is achieved through marketing (sales promotion/ sales routes) support. The
“initiative to strengthen competitiveness of small and
medium-sized enterprises (SME) by utilizing design”
strengthens product design, space design and communication design based on product concept. In addition, the “initiative to solve SME problems through corporate collaboration” promotes product development
by making use of partnerships through platform-based
corporate matching and consulting.

Adding products developed from such multiple initiatives to the brand lineup
helped to further increase
the value of the “Miyako no
Mori - Sendai” brand. In addition, supplying products
developed through partnerIchiro Hirano
ships between participating
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Overview
Establishing a regional brand through the pooling of regional resources (tangible
resources/intangible resources/people) to attract income from within and beyond the region.
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STEP
Local collaboration
Establishing a regional brand
through a combined Sendai brand

Miyagi
Prefecture
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Build “regional brand”
Seminar/workshop
Individual consulting
(group/visiting)

Sales promotion
support/marketing

Plan

Do

∙ Acquiring a branding
foundation
∙ Unearthing, developing
and improving regional
resources and products

Marketing and promotion
Seminar/workshop
Individual consulting
(group/visiting)

Sales promotion
support/marketing

Check

∙ Checking issues and
∙ Brand marketing and
creating solutions
creation of market
development opportunities ∙ Building new networks
and acquiring knowledge
∙ Building sales promotion
tools

Act
∙ Acquiring a branding
foundation
∙ Unearthing, developing and
improving regional
resources and products

Attract income from other regions
Generate positive cycle for local businesses and local economy

Overall image of the initiative
Build “regional brand”
Seminar/workshop
Individual consulting
(group/visiting)

Plan
∙ Acquiring a branding
foundation
∙ Unearthing, developing
and improving regional
resources and products

Sales promotion
support/marketing

Do

Fujisaki Department Store

Café MythiQue

Leading the future for the community

Creating a culinary culture that excites and comforts

Commemorating 200 years since its founding, Fujisaki
established the “Mirai Sozo Lab” to build long-term management strategies, and so on. Sendai City and Kyodo
Printing entered into a cooperative agreement to develop
new markets for regional products, and this department
has participated in brand-building initiatives as part of its
strategic mission. Making the most of marketing abilities,
a strength of department stores, and assuming the role as
a local leader, we would like to promote product development and external market development activities that connect participating companies. We are aiming to establish
a platform to continuously co-create new values with everyone throughout the whole
Tohoku region at some point of
the future. We ask Sendai City
and Kyodo Printing to help us
further strengthen the abilities
of and the solidarity between
participating companies from
here on.

We are two brothers, one a patisserie chef and one a
barista, who teamed up to provide fun and unique sweets
and drinks. We decided to work together on this project
based on a concept of “earning income from other regions
by team competition”. We received a large order when we
ventured to outside areas through this project, but this highlighted new problems. Exciting many non-local customers
with high-value-added products requires product development and production systems to be reviewed to adapt
to different markets. Through this project, we would like
to continue growing with regional brands while learning as
much as we can.

Mr. Shinya Chiba / Ms. Yoko Ishizawa

“Blue jewels”, which are popular
cakes that look just like blue jewels,
were selected for in-flight meals

Mirai Sozo Lab, Management Planning
Department, Fujisaki Department Store

Check

∙ Checking issues and
∙ Brand marketing and
creating solutions
creation of market
development opportunities ∙ Building new networks
and acquiring knowledge
∙ Building sales promotion
tools
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Regional Branding Support Initiative, Itoigawa Chamber of
Commerce and Industry

Strong, smart and beautiful - brand themed on a legendary princess

It was 2016 when we were consulted about a new
brand themed on Princess Nunagawa, who appears in
Japanese mythology. In the first year, we started from
brand goals and concept-building. A concept-building
challenge was setting targets from a market-oriented concept. The “Hime-no-Kuni Project Committee”
looked more closely at “what kind of people do we
want to pass on the delights of Princess Nunagawa?”
As a result, it was opined that “we should make the
brand one that connects and links the feelings of Princess Nunagawa with modern women”, so we decided
on the brand name of “Musubi-ito” (meaning: knot).
From the second year onwards, together with the
committee, we continued branding activities aimed at
gaining more fans.

Sales promotion
support/marketing

Accessory tray “relief” and
jade bracelet

Act
∙ Acquiring a branding
foundation
∙ Unearthing, developing and
improving regional
resources and products

Attract income from other regions
Hold highly-technical seminars and workshops a total
Exhibit products for events in the capital to promote
of 6 times
the brand
Generate positive cycle for local businesses and local economy
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Itoigawa Chamber of
Commerce and Industry
Musubi-ito
Developing a brand for women
with a women-only team
Made up of businesswomen from a diversity of industries,
this project’s team members are constantly exchanging
opinions while considering how to devise brand concepts
or develop new products. In the third year since the team’s
launch, the number of target products has now expanded to
25 made by 12 businesses. We feel that customers were able
to get firsthand knowledge of “Musubi-ito” brand products at
a sales booth at a special event in Tokyo last year. However,
we found that filtering down targets and developing products
that effectively communicate the concept and have a sense
of narrative are needed to hit targets more accurately, leading to purchases. We would like to nurture more fans of “Musubi-ito” within and beyond
the region while working
together with the Chamber
of Commerce and Industry
and Kyodo Printing to solve
such problems.

Mr. Koichi Nomoto, General Affairs Director,

Brand debut fair held at Fujisaki department store

Itonoki accessories
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Patisserie MythiQue

Mr. Seiya Tsuchida
Café MythiQue

Marketing and promotion
Seminar/workshop
Individual consulting
(group/visiting)

MythiQue Group

Mr. Toshiya Tsuchida

Jade lucky
charm with
indigo-dye
wrap stole

Itoigawa Chamber of Commerce and Industry

Eiko Imai, Chairperson / Ms. Hifumi Higuchi,

Former Chairperson, Hime-no-Kuni Project Committee
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Case 2 Healthcare Solutions

Case 3 High-performance Packaging

Materials that Reduce Social Waste

Healthcare solutions that make use of health information
As an SDGs-focused initiative that makes use of 1) our wide experience of BPO work handling customers’ personal information and 2) highly-sophisticated information security systems, we support
companies’ healthcare projects.
As one of the first countries in the world to be confronted with a super aging society, Japan urgently
needs to build an “ageless society”, in which anyone
can become independent health-wise and can participate in society over a long period of time, as measures to combat a reduced working population in the
future. Seeing such environmental transformations as
an opportunity for new growth, the Business Media
Division manages and analyzes personal information
and works to develop healthcare solutions that provide
the best health management services (early detection,
preventing aggravation of illnesses, early treatment) for
each and every person.
We currently provide a lineup of services including
health management support solutions for companies,
data health solutions for health insurance societies,

and medical examination
BPO solutions for medical
examination organization.
For either of these services,
we receive personal information from customers, and
provide support for health
management for individuals
Hideki Yuguchi
Director, Business Developas well as for solving cusment Department, Business
tomers’ problems.
Media Division
In the future, we will continue to contribute to society through healthcare support programs by, for example, striving to strengthen
links with partner companies, develop service structures, and further strengthen Kawashima solutions
which handle individuals’ health data.

Health management
support solutions for
companies

• Medical examination office work by proxy, industrial physician support
• Management/analysis of employee health data
• Work engagement*, productivity measurement analysis
• Implementing measures such as job crafting training
• Support for gaining certification as a Health and Productivity Management Organization (White 500)

Data health
solutions for health
insurance societies

• Recommendation to undertake a hospital check-up by telephone, post
or e-mail
• Prevention of illness aggravation by seeing a doctor, public health
nurse or nutritionists
• Specific health guidance by nutritionists
• Creation of reporting book for individuals’ medical examination results

Medical examination
BPO solutions for
medical examination
organizations

• Medical examination reservation service by telephone, post or e-mail
• Dispatching check-up cards
• Processing medical examination results and dispatching result cards

separating a small section of
the top segment of the multilayered lid to expose holes
in the remaining sheet. It can
be fitted onto drinking containers such as cups and its
unique technology means
that an over-cap and straw
are unnecessary, helping to
make transportation and storage more efficient and reduce
plastic waste.

Shinichi Naruke
Director, Planning &
Development Dept.
Packaging Printing Div.

®

PartialOpen

Packaging technology that solves social problems
1. Moisture and outgas absorbing
film MoistCatch™

2. Non-stick film
®
SepaSheet

This packaging film for food is very easy to peel off
viscous food. By incorporating this functionality into the
resin used for the film, we were able to achieve excellent non-stick performance. This function makes it very
easy to cleanly peel the film off viscous contents from
the inside of the film, making such contents easy to remove. The product lineup includes types that can be easily opened due to excellent easy-peelability, reducing the
burden of workers when removing contents, improving
work efficiency. In addition, by reducing residual attachments on the inside of the film, contents can be all used
without any waste, helping to cut
customers’ costs and reduce
food waste.

Natsuko Akutagawa

Products such as medicine and medical goods, electronic components, and precision equipment are affected
by moisture that is enclosed at the packaging stage, and
this sometimes causes problems such as quality deterioration or equipment failure. It may also cause unpleasant
odors when opening the packaging due to outgas which
occurs during storage. Our division, therefore, devised
a film called “MoistCatch™”, which integrates functional materials that absorb moisture and outgas with resin.
Because of its excellent absorption performance, MoistCatch™ can keep the inside of a pouch dry without need
of a dessicant. As a result, using
this packaging material solves a
variety of product deterioration
problems, helping to lengthen the
shelf life of such products.

President and Chief
Executive Officer
Sangyoui Inc.

Saori Kimura

We provide highly convenient
services via media such as
telephone, post, e-mail, and the
website.

A selling point of the “Medical Examination Follow-up Measures Raku-raku Pack” is its reasonable
price despite covering all measures required by companies when implementing health management. Doctor’s remarks are extracted from the “database of
paper-based medical examination results” and a “recommendation to undertake a hospital check-up” are
provided as a one-stop service. There is no initial fee
and the annual fee per employee is \2,500. The annual
fee is still only \3,000 even when employment judgment
by an industrial physician is added, so it is better value
for money compared to other companies.
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We have been developing packaging technology together
with customers and partner companies. This includes the
thinning of film to alleviate environmental burden without
compromising packaging functionality and user-friendliness and recycling which reduces the transportation and
discharge bulk, contributing to less CO2 emissions.
For example, a major advantage of “HANDY CUBE®”,
which can be handled easily by less-stronger people due
to its two - one upper and one lower - handles and high
universal performance, is that we can cut the total amount
of raw materials per container. We are mainly promoting it
as a container for business use liquid seasoning and as an
emergency water supply bag. The container has a streamlined structure and contents can be filled right up to capacity, and the empty containers have excellent disposability
because they can be folded. As well as helping to cut CO2
emissions due to its space-saving and high transportation
efficiency, it also contributes to less food waste because
its easy-to-pour shape means that residue can be reduced.
In addition, the high-performance multilayered lid material, “PartialOpen®”, is a strainer-type material. It works by

®

Supporting health management of many companies through partnership with Kyodo Printing
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Together with customers and partner companies, we have developed technology that will contribute to a sustainable society.

HANDY CUBE

*Work engagement: Refers to positive and satisfied state of mind with regard to work

The “Medical Examination Follow-up Measures Raku-raku Pack” is a service provided after implementation of employees’ periodic medical examinations.
It is a package of the minimal measures to be taken
by companies. It provides “Employment judgement by
industrial physician”, “database of paper-based medical examination results”, and “recommendation to
undertake a hospital check-up” for people who have
doctor’s remarks entered in their medical examination
results. This package service utilizes the strengths of
our company’s “industrial physician duties” and Kyodo
Printing’s “proxy services provided under Kawashima
Solutions Center’s stringent security measures”.

Solving Social Problems through Packaging Technology

Industrial Material Product Development
Department, Technical Supervisory Division

Yasuhiro Kawatori
Section Manager
Package Product Development Department,
Technical Supervisory Division
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Decent Work

Official start of work-style reform. Establishment of dedicated
department to vigorously promote reform
(10,000 people)

Promotion Section” in April 2018 to focus on devising
and promoting measures aimed at work-style reform
throughout the Group. Through this Section, we have
been accelerating our efforts to build an environment
where employees can work with enthusiasm.
The top management made a declaration of “workstyle reform” to create a ‘virtuous circle’ in which enthusiastic employees help to raise value provided to
customers and evaluation of that, in turn, raises the
value of the company and encourages employees.
Based on the philosophy of TOMOWEL “to work towards the future together”, we set out to achieve the
constant growth of the Corporate Group.

Achieving corporate management stability and
continuous growth through greater productivity, employment of diverse human resources and enhanced
risk-response capability has become a pressing issue
for companies. At the same time, allowing employees
to achieve greater work-life balance as well as stable
lives and self-actualization through work-style reform
is also required.
I have always said both inside and outside the company that the “company is a person”. A company with
employees that feel pride in their work and go about
their work with enthusiasm will grow. We have implemented a variety of measures to achieve that in the
past, but I still feel that there is room for improvement.
We, therefore, established the “Work Style Reform

“Work-style reform” to promote the dynamic engagement of all people in society
The Japanese working population (15 to 64 year-old) continues to decline. There
are many factors hindering work productivity such as long working-hours, unreasonable differences in pay and benefits between regular and non-regular employees, and the struggle to balance work with childcare and nursing. As a result,
rethinking work-styles is crucial to ensure that we can retain a labor force. The
government sees “work-style reform” as key to achieving the “dynamic engagement of all people in society”. Through the “Council for the Realization of Work
Style Reform”, chaired by the Prime Minister, the “Action Plan for the Realization of
Work Style Reform” was formulated and work-style reform-related laws have been
enacted, and companies are expected to respond to these proposed changes.

8000

In the Group’s Mid-term Management Plan from the 2018
financial year, “implementation of work-style reform and improvement of human resource training plan” was named as
one of the business strategies. The objective is to improve
employee satisfaction.
The pressing issues for the Work Style Reform Promotion
Section, which was newly established in April 2018, are to
“eradicate employee shortages”, “cut overtime” and “cre-

Worker diversification
Supplementing/retaining personnel
Employing diversified human resources

3. Provide opportunities and an environment in which employees can work with
enthusiasm and grow as individuals

Kyodo Printing Group’s Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2019
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(Source: White Paper on Aging Society, 2018)

Employees/families
Stable and fulfilling life, and self-actualization

Stress-free work/
work satisfaction

Diversified working hours

Workplace diversification

Less overtime

Work environment establishment

TOMOWEL Smiling Face Action

2. Support promotion of improved health to its employees

10

Society

Work-life balance

1. Achieve work-life balance through diversified work-styles and by cutting long
working hours

President,
Kyodo Printing Co., Ltd.

(Year)

2000

ate a stress-free working environment”. The “TOMOWEL
Smiling Face Action”, which works towards diversification
from the three perspectives of “people”, “time” and “place”,
is being promoted to realize the “TOMOWEL Work Style”.
This ‘Style’ allows each and every employee to work with
enthusiasm, and both the company and individuals to grow
and gain satisfaction.

Improved productivity

July, 2018

Based on the TOMOWEL philosophy and the enthusiasm of all workers, we aim to become a
Corporate Group that continuously creates new values by realizing customers’ wishes through
sincere communication and market-leading technological skill.

4000

TOMOWEL WORK STYLE
Kyodo Printing Group

The Kyodo Printing Group shall work together to realize a work-style that allows each and
every employee to work without stress and derive satisfaction from their work, encouraging the
growth of the group as a whole. The Group shall work to achieve the following.

6000

Becoming a company that provides work satisfaction through “TOMOWEL Smiling Face Action”

Management stability, improved corporate
value, continuous growth

Kyodo Printing Group “Work-style Reform Declaration”

Changes in size of
Japanese working population

Estimated record from 2017

85

Satisfying all employees and
achieving growth of the corporate
group through “work-style reform”

10000

1980

Feature

3 perspectives and measures
Worker diversification

Diversified work hours

Workplace diversification

Accepting a diversity of human resources
and providing opportunities to excel.
Realizing a company where all employees
are willing to work hard

Realizing a work-life balance by cutting
overtime due to improved productivity

Workplace diversification by adoption of
telework. Also, realization of a workplace
where workers can work healthily and
enthusiastically by promotion of health
management

Main measures

Main measures

Main measures

• Improvement of working conditions for nonregular employees
• Accepting a diversity of human resources
including women, the elderly, the disabled, and
foreign nationals
• Development of CDP (career development plan)

• Implementing work time reduction measures in
partnership with work time consultants
• Diversification of work systems
(e.g. reviewing flexi-time system)
• Encouraging workers to take paid vacation

• Promoting mobile work/satellite offices
• Improvement of working environment due to
building of new head office building
• Gain certification as a “Health and Productivity
Management Organization (White 500)”
(Health promotion and lifestyle-related disease
preventive measures)
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Overview of the Kyodo Printing Group

Information Communication
Division

The Kyodo Printing Group provides products and services with a high level of added value to customers in a wide range of industries, increasing the profitability of the entire group. At the same time, we
actively take on our social responsibility to follow laws, regulations and corporate ethics and coexist
harmoniously with society at large and the environment, and strive to be a corporate group that is
highly regarded and trusted by all of our stakeholders.

Sales Breakdown

40.1%
• Corporate name
• Head Office
• Founded
• Incorporated
• President
• Capital
• Employees

Corporate
Profile

Kyodo Printing Co., Ltd.
4-14-12 Koishikawa, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, 112-8501
June, 1897
December, 1925
Yoshiaki Fujimori
4.51 billion yen
Consolidated: 3,054; Stand-alone: 1,905 (excl. contract workers)
*As of March 31, 2019

39.168 billion yen
(1.1% decrease YOY)

828 million yen
Previous Year

Latest Year

(March 2018 period)

Financial
Highlights

(March 2019 period)

Sales

95,076

97,782

2.8%

Operating Profit

1,726

1,027

△ 40.5%

Ordinary Profit

2,644

1,748

△ 33.9%

Current Net Profit for Shareholders of Parent Company

2,037

1,105

△ 45.7%

Sales

40

1,250
924

950

945

950

977

2.8
1.9

20

■ Sales
’14

’15

’16

’17

Ordinary Profit/Ordinary Profit on Sales
50

2.7

40

34

25

26

17

10
’14

’15

’16

30

’17

’18 (Year)

2.3

2,500

2.1

1.0 ■ Ordinary Profit
Ordinary Profit
on Sales

0

2,000
1,500

1.7

1.4

0.9

1,000
500
0
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1,041

’14

1,053

’15

1,145

’16

1,210

’17

1,253

’18 (Year)

0

Operating Profit
on Sales

’18 (Year)

General Commercial Printing
We work closely together across business
divisions to form a comprehensive, integrated
system to provide a full range of services to
support customers’ activities from marketing
research to business promotion planning to
production planning to delivery. In particular,
we back up customers’ sales promotion activities through product development and PR activities for various campaigns, exhibitions and
events, as well as IT-related solution projects.

High-class Art Reproductions
In our pursuit of the ultimate form of depiction through printing technology, Kyodo Printing’s Art Relief Saibiban™ technology (patent
pending) is a modern, high-level printing (reproduction) technology that blends the superb
quality of hand-made prints with the latest image processing technology. Kyodo Printing’s
art reproduction technology has been highly praised by very critical art professionals.
We offer products for general consumers
as well as products and services for art
museums, art groups, and other professional
institutions.

(%)
3.0

1.5

22

2.1
25

2.0

20

14

10
0

’14

11

’15

’16

’17

■ Current Net Profit
for Shareholders
of Parent Company
Current Net Profit
on Sales

1.0

’18 (Year)

0

Equity Capital/Return on Equity (ROE)

（％）
2.5

2.3

’17

■ Operating Profit

1.1

2.0

Total Assets/Return on Assets (ROA)
(100 million yen)

’16

2.7

20

3.0
1.8

’15

1.0

We cover not only paper-printing-related work, such as editing and planning, processing, bookbinding, and logistics, but also
digitalization of paper media and multi-media
publications to meet our customers’ diverse
needs. Furthermore, we strive to create additional value to publications both within and
outside the Group by developing peripheral
items, including premiums, bonus items, and
character goods.

Current Net Profit for Shareholders of Parent Company/ Current Net Profit on Sales

4.0
2.8

’14

(100 million yen)

(%)
5.0

4.3
3.7

40

2.0
1.1
10

0

’18 (Year)

(100 million yen)

0

(unit: million yen)

3.0
1.8
17

10

250

20

33

26

17

500

30

Periodicals,
books,
general commercial printing,
e-books, etc.

(%)
4.0

3.5

30

750

0

Products and Services

Operating Profit/Operating Profit on Sales
(100 million yen)

(100 million yen)

1,000

(Operating loss for previous term
is 199million yen)

YOY Change

Publications Printing

Consolidated Sales

Consolidated Operating Loss

Group

We provide a variety of printing-media-related services,
including editing, planning, content production, and
multi-device development.

1,000

2.0

800

1.5

600

1.0

400

0.5 ■ Total Assets

200

0

(%)
5.0

(100 million yen)

ROA
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0

3.8

4.1
3.2

2.5

1.7

4.0
3.0
2.0

570
’14

582
’15

631
’16

641
’17

633
’18 (Year)

1.0
0

■ Equity Capital
ROE
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Information Security
Division
Sales Breakdown

31.9%

Consolidated Sales

31.165 billion yen
(Increase of 3.6% over
previous term)

BPO, data printing, certificates
The quality and functions required for
counterfeit-proof printing of business forms
and certificates are becoming more and
more advanced, and the printing of data
that handle personal information and BPO
operations call for increasingly strict security management. To respond to these needs,
Kyodo Printing has built a high-level quality
assurance system, as well as a robust information security system in accordance with
ISO9001, the Privacy Mark, and ISO27001
(ISMS: Information Security Management
System). Through these frameworks, we
carry out solutions activities to provide total support for our customers in solving their
issues.

We accurately respond to diversified consumer and industry needs,
and deliver products that provide safety and an eco-friendly choice.

Living & Industrial
Materials Division
Sales Breakdown

25.8%

Consolidated Sales

25.27 billion yen
(8.4% increase over the
previous term)

Lifestyle Materials (Packaging)
Packaging plays a significant role, besides merely protecting the content product; it functions as
an effective promotion tool. The packaging is the
face and the initial indicator of the value of the
content product. In order to optimize packaging’s
function and accentuate the charms of products,
we offer comprehensive solutions including product concept design packaging design, filling, and
logistics. This is complimented by support for automated packaging lines focused on box making
and sealing. Prioritizing safety based on product
liability law, the packaging and services we offer
improve our products’ sustainability by choosing the right materials and reducing the amount
of used materials.

Tubes
We provide collapsible tubes made with our

Consolidated Operating Profit

Consolidated Operating Loss special technology suitable for a variety of ap-

1.412 billion yen

208 million yen

(Increase of 126.3% over
previous term)

(73.9% reduction compared to
previous term)

Products and Services

Products and Services

Business forms,
data printing,
BPO operations,
bankbooks,
certificates,
various cards, etc.

14

We seek to improve the value of communication in general. With our
evolving skills and expertise, we intend to realize customers’
imaginations.

Smart Cards and RFID Tags
Smart cards play an important role in
society as tools that meet a wide range of
security needs such as authentication of
identity and protection of information. We
have developed smart card and RFID technologies based on long-nurtured printing
know-how. As a general printing company
capable of providing total support from system planning to manufacturing, publishing,
operation and after-service processing, we
help customers meet their needs and expand their business opportunities

Kyodo Printing Group’s Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2019

Paper containers, flexible
packaging, tubes, construction materials, medical
and industrial materials,
etc.

plications, such as cosmetics, pharmaceuticals,
toothpaste and food products. An aluminum layer
can be added to our laminate tubes to provide an
excellent barrier against light, oxygen and steam
and to strongly protect the contents. With our LTP
printing method and our flexography technology,
we provide highly functional and colorful tubes.
We also own vertically integrated production lines
which include the manufacturing of caps and closures. Developed by the R&D team, these caps
and closures are compatible with universal designs and tamper-evidence.

Pharmaceuticals and Industrial Materials
We provide high-quality, highly functional pharmaceutical and industrial materials. The foremost
of this product line are varieties of active films that
absorb moisture, oxygen, and corrosive gases,
which are major pathways to quality deterioration
of electronics components and pharmaceuticals.
Our technology also includes advanced-type humidity indicator cards, which are indispensable
for semiconductor manufacturing. We also create
laminated sheets for interiors and furniture that
beautifully recreate the texture of natural materials such as wood grain.
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Kyodo Printing Co., Ltd. (Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo) 1 -:

Group Network

Established: December, 1925
Location: Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo Capital: ¥4,510,000,000

Making the most of each company’s strengths at various domestic and overseas sites, we are aiming
to be a corporate group that expands its business to areas beyond printing and is appreciated and
trusted by all stakeholders.

Information Communication Division

Digital Catapult Inc. (Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan) 1
Production of digital contents for digital devices and other

Cosmo Graphic Co., Ltd. (Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan)

14
Prepress, digital solutions
Established: April, 1983
Capital: ¥95,000,000
Certification: ISO 14001, privacy mark

ISO14001 1235789:
ISMS/ISO27001 5
Privacy Mark 1235789:
*1
FSC ®COC 1257
*2

BCMS/ISO22301 1 5
*1 Moriya Plant 1
*2 Business Media Division Koishikawa Office

D Kyodo Printing Business Solutions
Sapporo Center

Kyodo NCI Printing Co., Ltd. (Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan) 1
Plate-making, printing, bookbinding and processing,

Kyodo Printing Bookbinding Co., Ltd.
(Gokamachi, Sashima-gun, Ibaraki, Japan)

businesses
Established: September, 2006
Capital: ¥100,000,000
Certification: ISO 14001

Certification: ISO9001 589:

2

Printing, bookbinding, processing
Established: April, 1980
Capital: ¥60,000,000
Certification: ISO 14001, FSC®COC*
*Registered as an outsourcing plant for Kyodo Printing

4 Cosmo Graphic
Tomakomai Plant

photograph, and video shooting service and contents sales
Established: September, 2018
Capital: ¥20,000,000

Platform business
Established: February, 2019
Capital: ¥20,000,000

Main
Group companies
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E Kyodo Printing (Shanghai)

Jyoban Kyodo Printing Co., Ltd.

A

Printing construction materials, and manufacturing of tubes
Established: August, 1972
Capital: ¥78,000,000
Certification: ISO 14001

Printing, data printing and BPO consignment
Established: October, 2011
Capital: ¥200,000,000
Certified: ISO 14001, ISMS/ISO 27001*5
Privacy Mark
*5 Kyoto Plant

Kyodo Ftech Co., Ltd. (Nagoya, Aichi, Japan) C
Issuing of cards and BPO consignment.
Established: November, 1995
Capital: ¥30,000,000
Certified: BCMS / ISO 22301, Privacy Mark

TOMOWEL Payment Service Co., Ltd.
(Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan) 1
Payment solution
Established: November, 2018
Capital: ¥90,000,000

Group sites

25

5 Tsurugashima Plant
Kawajima Solution Center

Production of paper packing material such as wrap cartons
and tissue cartons
Established: January, 2017
Capital: ¥45,000,000
Certification: ISO 14001, FSC®COC*
*Registered as an outsourcing plant for Kyodo Printing

Kyodo Printing (Shanghai) Co. Ltd.
(Shanghai, China) E

sites

(incl. 3 overseas)

6 Kyodo Printing Nishinihon
Kyoto Plant

Group employees

F Kyodo Printing (Vietnam)

Approx.

3,800

(inc. contract workers)

Kyodo Printing (Vietnam) Co. Ltd.
(Dong Nai Province, Vietnam) F

PT. Arisu Graphic Prima (Surabaya, Indonesia) G
Manufacturing of laminate tubes
Established: November, 2006
Capital: 80,000,000,000 Indonesian rupiah
Certification: ISO 9001, ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001, BRC
IoP Issue5
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Kyodo Logistics Co., Ltd.
(Koshigaya, Saitama, Japan) 3 *
Packing, transportation and storage
Established: December, 1964
Capital: ¥70,000,000
Certified: ISO 14001, Privacy Mark

Kyodo Sogyo Co., Ltd.
(Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan) 1
Real estate rental and management, non-life
insurance agency
Established: December, 1965
Capital: ¥20,000,000
Certified: ISO 14001

Kyodo printing business solutions Co., Ltd.
(Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan) 1D

G PT. Arisu Graphic Prima

Sales and import/export of functional packaging materials
Established: February, 2012
Capital: 6,000,000 Chinese yuan

Manufacturing of laminate tubes
Established: July, 2014
Capital: 212,460,000,000 Vietnamese dong
Certification: ISO 9001, ISO 15378(GMP)

Other

* Established branch house at each Kyodo Printing plant as
well as Tokyo Logistics Center and Ogose Logistics Center

Kyodo NPI Package
(Moriya, Ibaraki, Japan) 7
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Kyodo Printing Nishinihon Co., Ltd.
(Chuo-ku, Osaka, Japan) 6BC

TOMOWEL Promotion Co., Ltd. (Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan) 1

Living Industrial Materials Division

(Kita-Ibaraki, Ibaraki, Japan)

Information Security Division

: Wakayama Plant
B Kyodo Printing Nishinihon Head Office
C Kyodo Ftech Head Office, Maru-no-Uchi Office
Kyodo Printing Nishinihon Nagoya
8 Odawara Plant

9 Sagamihara Plant

A Jyoban Kyodo Printing
1 Kyodo Printing
Cosmo Graphic
Digital Catapult
Kyodo NCI Printing Co., Ltd.
Kyodo Sogyo
Kyodo Printing Business Solutions
Kyodo Bookbinding

7 Moriya 1st Plant / 2nd Plant
Kyodo NPI Package
2 Goka Plant
Kyodo Printing Bookbinding

System development and management, solutions
business, call centers, BPO consignment
Established: June, 2004
Capital: ¥60,000,000
Certified: ISO 14001, Privacy Mark

Kyodo Bookbinding Co., Ltd.
(Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan) 13
Bookbinding
Established: June, 1911
Capital: ¥45,000,000
Certified: ISO 9001*3, SAPPS*4
*3 Urawa Plant, sales offices, general affairs dept.
*4 Bookbinder personal information protection authorization
system
* Information in the parentheses
( ) at the side of the company
name is the head office
location
3 Koshigaya Plant
Logistic Centers, Kyodo Logistics
Urawa plant, Kyodo Bookbinding
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CSR Activities of the Kyodo Printing Group
Using our core printing business to contribute to society in
the spheres of lifestyle, culture and information industries

Our Group Management Philosophy is the starting
point of all of Kyodo Printing Group’s corporate activities, and the objective of all our business activities.
The philosophy further serves as a concrete indication
of all that we must endeavor to become.
Our Printing Group Business Behavior Charter establishes the values that every member of the group
should share in order to realize our TOMOWEL WAY
(right) and our management philosophy.
Through these, we aim for sustainable development
of both society and business.

The Kyodo Printing Group
“Charter of Corporate Behavior”

1
2
3
4
5
18

Contribute to a sustainable society

We shall help to resolve social problems and
contribute to sustainable economic growth
through the development and provision of
innovative products and services.

Fair business practices

We shall engage in fair and free competition,
appropriate transactions and responsible
procurement. We shall also maintain sound
relationships with political bodies and government agencies.

Fair disclosure of information and
communication with stakeholders

We shall endeavor to maintain and acquire
trust in our Group through fair and proper
disclosure of information and dialogue with
stakeholders.

Respect for human rights

We shall respect the human rights of all. In
addition, we shall comply with the laws and
regulations of all countries and regions, and
conduct business while respecting different
cultures and practices.

Relationship of trust with customers

7
8
9
10

 We shall develop and supply high-quality

and safe products and services, and stringently protect and manage information that
is created or is gained through the course of
business and, thus, gain customer satisfaction and trust.

Kyodo Printing Group’s Corporate Social Responsibility Report 2019

Our Group Management Philosophy guides us in
management geared toward being a dynamic company that is praised and trusted by every stakeholder as well as appealing for our employees to work
toward. Our societal mission is continued growth
through business that takes economic, social and
environmental considerations into account.
We carry out our activities based on the “Six Core
Elements of CSR” that are classified by our stakeholders, the TOMOWEL WAY, which indicates all
that the group must endeavor to become, the Group
Business Behavior Charter, which specifies values
shared by the group, and the seven core subjects
defined by ISO26000.

The environment

Compliance

Consumer Issues

Together
with
the Earth

Together
with
Customers

Kyodo Printing
Group CSR
Together
with the
Community

Together
with
Employees

*International standard for an organization’s social responsibility

Community
Involvement and
Development

Implementation Framework

The Kyodo Printing Group will act based on the
following in order to “Using our core printing business
to contribute to society in the spheres of lifestyle,
culture and information industries”.

6

Fair Operating Practices Compliance

Enhancement of workplace environments and
reform of work practices

We shall respect the diversity, character and individuality
of employees, help them improve their skills, and provide
them with comfortable working environments that ensure
their health and safety.

Engagement in environmental issues

We shall endeavor to protect and improve the natural
environment and human living space through the life cycle
of our products, and act responsibly to build a sustainable
society.

Under the Officer of CSR, the CSR Implementation Council chaired by the Senior Manager of CSR
Headquarters is the central body that promotes
group CSR activities in cooperation with individual
committees.
The Corporate Communication Division of the
CSR Headquarters acts as the executive office of
the CSR Implementation Council. This committee,
selected from the management, development and
business divisions, prepares an annual activity plan,
inspects activities and performs monitoring.

Stakeholder Communication

Together
with
Suppliers

Human Rights and
Labour Practices

Value Chain

CSR Implementation Framework
President

Individual Committees

CSR Officer
CSR Promotion Committee
Committee Chair: Executive Manager
of CSR Headquarters
Committee Members: CSR Promotion
Department Representatives
Office:
Corporate Communication Division

In order to be a company that is trusted by society, it is important to be aware of society’s needs
and expectations of the Kyodo Printing Group and
conduct business activities that meet those needs
and expectations. We endeavor to reflect this in our
corporate activities through communication with all
our stakeholders.

coordination

Group
Management
Philosophy

CSR Management

・Internal Control Committee
・Crisis Management
Committee
・Corporate Ethics Committee
・Quality Assurance
Committee
・Product Safety Committee
・Information Security
Committee
・Environmental Committee
・CSR Procurement Investigation Committee, etc.

Involvement in community and contribution to its
development

We shall actively participate in community activities and
contribute to community development as a good corporate
citizen.

Thorough crisis management

A round-table conference by reporters from trade papers and the management team

We shall conduct thorough crisis management in the face
of actions by antisocial forces, terrorism, cyber-attacks,
natural disasters and other crises that threaten corporate
activity.

Role of top management

Top management shall build governance systems that are
effective throughout the entire corporate group, strive to
raise awareness of the Charter’s spirit within the corporation, and encourage the supply chain to act in line with the
spirit of the Charter.
In the event that the corporation violates the spirit of the
Charter, top management shall proactively take responsibility to respond to the situation, including disclosure of
information, resolution of the problem, investigation of its
causes, and prevention of the recurrence of the problem.

Kyodo Printing Group
stakeholder
communication

Customers

• Sharing information via
websites, email and social
networking sites
• Customer correspondence from
sales divisions
• Exhibitions and seminars
• Customer satisfaction surveys

Employees

• CSR awareness surveys
• Information disclosure via
company newsletter and intranet
• Internal reporting and
consultation
• Interviews

Shareholders
and
Investors

• Shareholders general meeting
• Information disclosure via
investor relation websites
• Investor relation interviews for
institutional investors
• Issuance of shareholder
correspondence

Community
and Society

• Cooperation and participation
in regional activities
• Regional contribution activities
• Conducting student tours
• Collaboration with government

Business
Partners

• Holding events to convey
gratitude
• Awards system
• CSR procurement survey
• Reporting service for suppliers
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CSR Activity Targets and Results

The CSR implementation Council sets activity themes then proposes achievable plans for
them based on the 6 core elements of CSR. Performance of these activities is managed
throughout the year while CSR is promoted throughout the group through PDCA.

Evaluation Criteria A: Target achieved B:Target partially achieved C: Target not achieved -:Not applicable
Target/Location

CSR themes

Compliance
Fair operating
practices

Corporate ethics and legal
compliance

FY2018 measures and targets

FY2018 results and progress

Self
evaluation

Internal controls

Standardize hospitality/gift exchanging
rules and establish procedures throughout the group

Formulate policy about hospitality
and gifts

A

Raise awareness of and
encourage use of a helpdesk
(internal and external)

Actively raise awareness of helpdesk
(internal bulletins, displaying corporate
ethics month posters , etc.)

Raise awareness of helpdesk
through training and a corporate
ethics month

A

Compliance training

Review of educational content aimed at
realizing corporate ethics and improving
education of management classes

Hold compliance seminars for
management / implement training
for group companies / revise
training for interns

FY2018 Action items

àP2

(1) Hold information-sharing (4
times), security heads-up (5
times), group training (4 times)
(2) Targeted attack e-mail training
(2 times)

A

Enhance product safety and
quality assurance management
systems
(1) Enhance product safety
examination systems
(2) Promote product contamination preventive measures
(3) Promote standardization by
quality management

(1) Review promotional product safety
examination flows
(2) Establish contamination preventive
guidelines
(3) Standardize management manuals
relating to quality assurance managed
by each division

(1) Review flow to confirm implementation of product safety
inspection and implement
training for sales
(2) Contamination prevention
guidelines not yet released
(3) Release of all-company standard guidelines for new system
design and development

B

Work-style
reform

Promote organizational climate
reform and changes in the way
of thinking aimed at eradicating long working hours

Raise work satisfaction, build systems to
improve productivity and communicate
top commitment

Formulate “Work-style Reform
Declaration” by top management

A

Diversity

Raise the rate of disabled
employees

Promote working range development
and achieve a disabled employee rate of
at least 2.2%

Achieve 2.22% rate of disabled
employees

A

Introduce childcare and nursing systems
and hold seminars

Holding career seminars for
work returnees (40 participants) /
nursing seminar (2-times)

A

Aim to optimize the supply chain and
re-evaluate trade partners based on the
survey chart

Target 1,244 companies. Correction request to 30 companies

A

Raise awareness among 500
companies. Management certificate submitted by 25 companies

Consumer issues

àP26-27

Together with
Employees
Human rights and
labour practices

àP28-30

Together with
Suppliers
Promoting social
responsibility in the
value chain

àP31

Together with
the Community
Community
involvement and
development

Product safety
and quality

Work-life
balance
CSR procurement

Promote CSR in the group
supply chain

Green procurement

∙∙ Raise awareness of green
procurement guidelines
against suppliers
∙∙ Strengthen purchased parts
safety management systems

Introduce green procurement guidelines and encourage submission of the
accompanying management certificate
(Target: 60 companies/year)

Strengthen adaptability to
supply chain BCP

On-site inspection of main raw material
suppliers and confirm supply systems
and BCP policy (at least 6 times a year)

Supply chain
BCP
Local communication

Social action
programs

àP32-33
EMS system

Together with
the Earth
The environment

Global warming countermeasures

àP34-39
Ensure
sustainable
consumption
and production patterns
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Support balance of working
and childcare/nursing

Promote local communication

Hold round-table conference etc. with
local citizens

Implement for 8 supplier companies in Japan and abroad
Held once near the head office

Compliance training

∙∙ Implement e-learning for all employees (including
group companies)
∙∙ Review training system and content

Risk management (cyber
security)

Establish/enhance information security measures
(1) Promote TOMOWEL-CSIRT activities
(2) Cyber security measures
(3) Enhance cyber security management system

(1) Share information by TOMOWEL-CSIRT information-sharing meetings (held once every quarter), and raise awareness among all employees
(at least 4 times a year)
(2) Implement targeted attack e-mail training / formulate factory system procurement guidelines
(3) Implement incident-recovery planning and
training

Risk management (BCP)

Enhance BCP disaster measures

Relocate critical system data center in preparation
for disaster at data site, and build remote network
environment enabling continuation of business from
external location

Product safety and quality

Enhance product safety and quality assurance
management system
(1) Enhance product safety inspection system
(2) Enhance product safety measures
(3) Promote standardization by quality management

(1) Encourage promotional product safety examinations and make more efficient
(2) Confirm implementation status of product safety
measures such as contamination prevention and
formulate guidelines
(3) Establish work procedure manual for system
design and development divisions

Diversity & inclusion

(1) Build environment where women can thrive
(2) Build environment where disabled employees
can thrive

(1) Support work/childcare balance by developing a
telework system
(2) Achieve a disabled employee rate of at least
2.3% by FY2020

Human resource development

Provide an independent career support system

Continuously implement employee study support
and career development, and develop a CDP
(career development program)

Health management

(1) Implement health management measures
(2) Continuously acquire “White 500” certification
and spread throughout group

(1) Raise 2nd medical examination rate and reduce
smoking rate
(2) Continuously acquire “White 500” certification and consider applications by subsidiary
companies

CSR procurement

Promote CSR in the group supply chain

Re-evaluate trading partners based on assessments aimed at optimizing the supply chain

Green procurement

Raise awareness of green procurement guidelines
and enhance purchased product safety management system

Promote green procurement guidelines and submittal of the accompanying management certification
(Target: 30 companies/year)

Promote procurement
based on crisis management

Strengthen adaptability to supply chain BCP

On-site inspection of main raw material suppliers
and confirm supply systems and BCP policy (at
least 6 times a year)

Together with
the Community

Promote local communication

Support next-generation training

Provide learning opportunities and help promote
sports

Community
involvement and
development

Social contribution
activities

Continuously implement recovery support for the
Great East Japan Earthquake

Hold the Umaimono Market Company Marketplace

EMS system

Formulate mid- to long-term vision (set 2025, 2030,
and 2050 targets)

Gain certification for CO2 emissions (energy use,
scope 3, etc.), VOC regulations, waste disposal,
etc.

Biodiversity

Address the marine plastic waste problem

Measures to prevent outflow from company

Promote green purchasing

Perform maintenance of supplementary material
master supply data (registration of five new green
products/month) and improve company-wide green
purchasing amount (3% increase over the previous
year)

Together with
Customers

Together with
Employees
Human rights and labour
practices

Together with
Suppliers

A

Promoting social
responsibility in the value
chain

Carry out mid-term review of target-setting based on changing social conditions
such as the Paris Agreement and SDGs
as well as the company’s own progress

Implement mid-term review.
Current target continued

Reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions

Keep CO2 emissions of the entire
Group within 45,000t by improving work
efficiency and saving energy used by
facilities

Amount of waste was lower than
last year at 45,913t, but did not
reach target

B

Reduction of CFC gas
emissions

Keep CFC gas leakages of the entire
Group within 15t by carrying out planned
inspections of the relevant facilities

Equipment problems multiplied
and the leakage amount of 155t
did not achieve target

C

Maintenance of supplies master data
(register 5 new green products / month)
and raise green purchasing rate (at least
3% more than previous year)

New green products exceeded
average monthly registration (10.7
cases)
Green supplies purchasing rate
reduced by 1.5% so did not
achieve target

B
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∙∙ Implement measures to raise awareness of ethics
consultation office (internal briefings, etc.)
∙∙ Display posters about corporate ethics month
and publish awareness-raising articles in internal
bulletins

A

Review of the 2020 Environment Vision

Encourage green purchasing
throughout the whole compan

Promote management and use of an ethics consultation office based on “Internal Reporting Rules”

Compliance

Corporate ethics and
compliance

B

Hold the “Umaimono” Market Company
Marketplace

A

A

FY2019 measures and targets
∙∙ Communicate message from top management
∙∙ Review and revise rules relating to corporate
philosophy such as Business Behavior Charter
and Corporate Ethics Charter

Consumer issues

Continuous recovery support
for the Great East Japan
Earthquake

Implement 8 times, breaking
previous sales record

FY2019 Action items

A

(1) Share information by TOMOWEL-CSIRT information-sharing meetings (held once every quarter), and
raise awareness among all employees
(at least 4 times a year)
(2) Implement targeted attack e-mail
training

Together with
Customers

CSR themes

Internal activities relating to corporate ethics

Fair operating practices

Develop and improve information security measures
(1) Promote TOMOWEL-CSIRT
activities
(2) Expand information security
policy

Information
security

Target/Location

Together with
the Earth
The environment

Ensure sustainable consumption and production
patterns
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Corporate Governance

Organizational Governance

Based on the Group’s management philosophy, our vision is to become a Corporate Group that
continuously creates new value by realizing customers’ wishes through sincere communication
and market-leading technological skill.

Corporate Governance
Basic Ideas Relating to Corporate Governance
The basic policy of our company is to become a dynamic corporate group which is very attractive to work
for and is highly-rated and trusted by all associates
such as shareholders through “value creation, growth
and a challenging spirit” based on the group’s management philosophy.
To that end, the most important challenges are raising management effectiveness, soundness and transparency, and enhancing corporate governance.

Organizational Governance System

Mika Takaoka

Kenji Satomura

Hidenori Watanabe

Hirotaka Matsuzaki

Tsuneo Naito

Director & Managing
Executive Officer

Director & Managing
Executive Officer

Director (Outside)

Director (Outside) Director & Managing
Executive Officer

Ichiji Shimizu

Yoshiaki Fujimori

Director & Senior Managing
Executive Officer

President

Governance Framework

Current as of June 27, 2019

Shareholders General Meeting
Election and
dismissal

Auditors’ Meeting
Auditors

Link

Link

Inspection

Nominating and Compensation
Committee

Internal Audit Division

Accounting Auditors

Link

Report

Propose

Independent Director
Liaison Committee

Corrective
Action

Reporting

Inspection

Advise/propose

Advise

Board of Directors
Directors
Selection and
Dismissal

Election and dismissal

Supervision

Representative Director
Executive Officer

Internal Control
Committee

Improvement
Promotion

Divisions
Business Divisions
Group Companies
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Auditing System
An audit office independent from business administration bodies
has been established to conduct

Election and dismissal

Consult

Inspection

Management and
Executive Meeting

Inspection
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Election and
dismissal

We built a business management system centered
on a board of directors and board of company auditors, and officers are made up of seven directors including two external directors and four auditors including two external auditors.
Regular board meetings and auditor meetings are
generally held once a month. At board meetings,
members make decisions on important issues and
supervise the status of corporate affairs. At auditor
meetings, members make decisions on issues such as
auditing policy and planning, and auditors strictly audit
whether directors are carrying out their duties. Additionally, special board meetings and auditor meetings
are held if necessary.
The business operation system introduces an executive officer system to improve efficiency of and
speed-up business operations and clarify accountability. An executive meeting comprised mainly of managing executive officers and higher is generally held
once a week, where flexible deliberations are conducted about the execution of duties. In addition, informal
meetings are held when necessary to share information or debate management issues or strategy.

Business Improvement Committee
Crisis Management Committee
Business Ethics Committee
(Ethics Advisory Room)
Environmental Committee
Quality Assurance Committee
Product Safety Committee
Information Security Committee

internal audits. This office conducts internal audits
to inspect and evaluate legal compliance and proper execution of business. These audits are generally
conducted once a month and cover each and every
division sequentially including consolidated subsidiaries. A follow-up audit is conducted within one year to
check that recommendations have been carried out.
An audit of the auditors is conducted by a team of
four people comprised of two full-time company auditors and two independent outside auditors. This team
conducts the audit in accordance with audit policy
and allocation of duties as laid down by the board of
company auditors. By attending board meetings and
perusing important documents such as approval documents, the team audits whether the board of directors
is executing its duties and gives advice about management. It also requests reports from directors or employees regarding business if necessary, and surveys
the status of business affairs.

Nominating and Compensation Committee
The “Nominating and Compensation Committee” is
an arbitrary advisory committee to the board of directors. The majority of its members is made up of outside
directors from independent companies and the committee chairman is a director from such a company.
The committee conducts deliberations on the advice
of the board of directors regarding important issues
such as the appointment and dismissal and compensation of managers. By respecting the findings of this
committee, the board of directors seeks to improve
the objectivity
and transparency of decision-making
procedures.
The committee met three
times during
the 2018 fiNominating and Compensation Committee
nancial year.

Message from an Outside Director
The Kyodo Printing Group is changing direction from
an inward-looking to an outward-looking company. At this
major turning point, the board of directors is steering the
way with a united passion. As a member of the board,
I am helping to accelerate reforms while maintaining an
outside perspective and independence.
I feel that the company’s employees have great potential. The problem is that they are not yet aware of their own
abilities and don’t quite have the confidence to take on
new challenges. I fully believe that employees’ changed
way of thinking and employee training will be challenges
in this changing period of the company, and I would like

to help solve this problem.
There are usually a lot of difficulties when making reforms.
However, I believe that the company has the patience and ability to overcome these difficulties.
While promoting reforms together
Tsuneo Naito
and occasional fulfilling the auditOutside Director
ing role of the board of directors
(Assumed post in
of giving objective advice, we will
June, 2016)
work to become a company that
satisfies and is supported by all stakeholders.
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Independent Officer Liaison Meeting
The “Independent Officer Liaison Meeting” is made
up of independent outside directors and independent outside auditors. By coordinating the said liaison
meeting, the company’s full-time auditors aim to supplement and share management information as well
as strengthen the cooperative relationship between
independent outside directors and auditors to further
enhance corporate governance. In addition, the representative directors and board of directors have developed a system that enables various kinds of management advice to be gained from the said Liaison
Meeting.

Officer Compensation
The board of directors respect the findings of consultations with the Nominating and Compensation
Committee, which is served mainly by independent
outsider directors, with regard to compensation policy and systems as well as the specific compensation
amounts of our officer compensation system. By doing
so, the board of directors strives to improve the objectivity and transparency of compensation procedures.
The compensation of directors excluding outside directors and auditors is structured as follows: (1) fixed
compensation; (2) short-term performance-based bonus; (3) mid- to long-term performance-based share
compensation scheme. The amounts of the fixed
compensation and bonuses are deliberated by the
Nominating and Compensation Committee based on
an original draft created by the chairman of the board
of representative directors. A decision regarding the
amounts is then made by the board of directors once
the said committee has confirmed the appropriateness
of the compensation determination process and the
allocation amount.
Performance ratios, share compensation percentages and so on are reviewed when necessary to ensure
that officer compensation will be an incentive to continuously improve performance every term and to motivate activities to improve the mid- to long-term value
of the company.

Evaluating performance by the board of
directors
The company’s board of directors evaluates the said
board’s performance once a year. External organization are appointed to conduct a questionnaire aimed
at directors and auditors, and discussions and opinion-exchange are conducted based on the results and
analysis of the questionnaire findings. This allows us
to confirm strengths and problems and see whether
improvements were made over the previous year.
Web

Results of self-evaluation regarding the performance
of the board of directors in the 2018 financial year
https://www.kyodoprinting.co.jp/ir_info/stockholder/pdf/
KPgovernance_20190628_self-evaluation-result.pdf
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Internal Control System
Our Internal Control Committee is leading initiatives
to establish and maintain the appropriate internal control system according to the Basic Internal Control Policy, to ensure that appropriate and effective operations
are carried out.
Regarding the reliability of financial reports, an internal control system has been established in accordance with the Financial Instruments and Exchange
Act (J-SOX Law) and the internal control report audit
has been audited by an outside auditor.
Web

Basic Internal Control Policy
https://www.kyodoprinting.co.jp/ir_info/governance.html
#section01

Risk Management
Risk Management System
Daily management is undertaken for each division
under the direction of directors to prevent risks from
manifesting as actual problems. This is linked to specialized committees such as Internal Control, Quality
Assurance, Product Safety, Information Security and
Environmental through executive officers. These committees look to eliminate potential risk and solve issues
from a company-wide perspective.
In the event of an unexpected situation, the Crisis
Management Committee spearheads the management
and sharing of information in connection to related divisions to handle that situation. To further handle emergencies, we also constructed the Crisis Management
Manual, which contains examples of how situations
should be handled and is revised regularly as needed
depending on changing work environments.

Business Continuity Plan (BCP) Framework
Under the “Kyodo Printing Group BCP Basic Policy”, we place the highest priority on life and safety
in the event of a massive disaster, while committing
ourselves to continuous product supply as is our duty
to our customers, and on restoring and restarting our
business as quickly as possible to minimize impact on
business.
We are working
to build a system
that is even more
trusted by customers and society as a whole by
strengthening the
BCMS tabletop exercises
system
beyond
the certified range
in the “Business
Continuity Management System (BCMS)/ISO22301.”

Compliance

Corporate Governance

Fair Operating Practices

Compliance forms the foundation of all that we do. We aim to be a fair and transparent company, striving for a high ethical standard in all our business activities, with every employee and
director obeying the law.

Corporate Ethics and Compliance
Compliance Framework
All directors and employees of the Kyodo Printing Group declare that they will carry out their work
according to our Business Behavior Charter and Ethics
Charter with the following principles in mind: Proper
understanding of the importance of corporate ethics;
observance of laws, regulations, internal rules and social standards; and self-discipline on the part of each
director and employee.
Each division conducts daily management within the
scope of their authority with regards to the observance
of laws and regulations by employees, with further proliferation of corporate ethics through the establishment
of the Corporate Ethics Committee chaired by the Corporate Ethics Officer.
We translate and share our corporate philosophy,
business behavior charter, ethics charter and other
policy so that our overseas bases can carry out their
work with a unified corporate ethics outlook.
Web

Kyodo Printing Group Corporate Ethics Charter
https://www.kyodoprinting.co.jp/social-environment/
compliance.html

Whistle Blowing System
An “Ethics Consultation Office” was established.
This office is made up of an internal helpdesk for early discovery and correction of unfair acts by officers
and employees, and an external helpdesk for consultations, anonymous or otherwise.
“Whistle Blowing Procedures”, which prohibit the
disadvantageous treatment of whistle-blowers, were
established to protect them. Based on the Whistle-blower Protection Act, notifications are also accepted from people who work at companies who have
a trading relationship with our Group.
Number of whistle blowing reports
No. of cases

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2

4

8
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observed during
daily work as
well as sending
out group newsletters.
In the 2018
financial
year,
we implemented compliance
Compliance training for management
training for management and all 31 trainees including the Group Chairman took the classes.
Legal affairs education results:
31 courses, No. of students:

424

Anti-Corruption and Bribery Countermeasures
The Ethics Charter of the Group prohibits gifts and
special treatment that deviate from general business
custom and common sense. Furthermore, we endeavor to maintain appropriateness with government in Japan and overseas by ensuring a sound and transparent relationship with public officials.
In the 2018 financial year, hospitality and gift-giving/
receiving policy was formulated, and a management
system to record hospitality and gifts was initiated.

Respect for Intellectual Property Rights
A patent search system was established to avoid the
risk of infringing upon others’ rights. A patent search
and analysis were conducted at various stages, ranging from product and service development to customer presentation, to respect the intellectual property of
others.
Additionally, patent information is used from the first
stage of product and service development. A patent
network was built to contribute to business profits and
we are working to develop and secure the strengths of
our business.

Compliance Education
We are utilizing e-learning to conduct classes divided by employee level for general education and
to raise compliance awareness of directors and employees throughout the group. These efforts to raise
group-wide awareness also include distributing our
Corporate Ethics Handbook, which compiles important key points and self-checklists that must be
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Together with Customers

Consumer Issues

Product Safety and Quality
Quality Assurance Framework
Based on the Kyodo Printing Quality Policy, we established the Quality Assurance Committee chaired by
an executive officer to promote quality assurance activities and continuously improve quality from a point
of view that puts the customer first.
The committee works towards continuous improvement through PDCA and conducts revisions according to yearly management reviews.
Web

Product safety promotion schemes
Product safety examination
rate of newly-developed
products

100%

Kyodo Printing Group Quality Policy
https://www.kyodoprinting.co.jp/social-environment/
customer/index.html#section01

Quality Assurance Education
We carry out various forms of quality assurance education to provide products and services with an even
higher level of quality.
We conduct training for managers at a position closest to general staff at each factory and education by
production advisors, while also implementing unique
education tailored to circumstances at our production
divisions in an effort to further improve quality.

TOPICS

Our group aims to painstakingly manufacture products that customers can use with peace of mind
through a product lifecycle. To promote product liability
(PL) and product safety (PS) measures, we established
a “product safety committee” chaired by the managing
corporate executive officer to evaluate product safety from new product development to the promotion of
products in promotional materials and so on. We have
also been working on examination and management of
specialized safety through subcommittees and expert
committees. Our activities target the group as a whole
and are reviewed via an annual management review.
To raise awareness of product liability (PL) and product safety (PS), we conducted PL training for the Sales
and Production Divisions in the 2018 financial year.

Starting on human resource development activities
to raise on-site capabilities

Pursuit of rationality and numerical values to improve QCD (quality / cost / delivery) is the basis of
productivity improvement. However, as the times
change, it is becoming increasingly difficult to improve the abilities of employees simply by placing
emphasis on figures and results.
The constant growth of the company is heavily dependent on bringing out the latent abilities of the
company’s biggest asset – ‘people’ or, in other
words, its employees. Therefore, preparations got
underway from October 2018 to start new production activities in 2019 that aim to foster the development of organizations and people. These bottom-up
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Quality assurance auditing schemes
Workplace inspections and audits of quality assurance committee meetings in each business division
are regularly conducted. We have developed effective
schemes to, for example, review management instruction manuals and establish expert committees for services as well as products.
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activities seek to “foster human resources” and “invigorate the workplace” so that factory workers can
solve process problems without depending on numerical targets.
We aim to “improve quality and productivity” and
“environmental aspects” and
gain “high
dimension
on-site capabilities”.

Information Security and Customer
Information Asset Protection
We take thorough measures to safely and accurately
manage personal and confidential information entrusted to us by our customers, as well as to prevent illegal
access, loss, falsification or leakage.

Information Security Framework
We established the Basic Information Security Policy as well as the Information Security Committee
chaired by an executive officer to protect information
assets as is appropriate in the age of advanced ICT
and ensures a high level of information security. The
committee maintains and annually revises regulations,
assessment and education efforts, as well as facilities
via management review.
“TOMOWEL-CSIRT” was developed as a specialist
organization to combat cyber security incidents. When
not dealing with incidents, it raises awareness of such
matters in cooperation with existing information security organizations, and conducts activities to prevent
emergency situations. When an incident occurs, it issues response commands and takes technical measures. In the event of a major incident, it responds to
risks as appropriate in cooperation with the crisis management committee.

TOPICS

Web

Basic information security policy
https://www.kyodoprinting.co.jp/social-environment/
customer/index.html#section02

Together with Customers

Together with Customers

Safety and quality are paramount in the provision of printed items that enrich people’s lives
and culture. We have a strict information management framework in place to improve our technology and quality and bring our customers products and services with a high degree of added
value.

Education Framework
Personal information and
information security education
attendance rate

100%

To ensure the protection of valuable information assets such as personal information, we provide education to all employees in our group, ranging from management to temporary staff, and to permanent partner
companies. Further specialized education is also conducted according to corporate level and responsibilities. Afterward, degree of employee comprehension is
confirmed via e-learning and testing.
We are also working to raise security awareness by,
for example, providing training to respond to targeted
attack e-mails as well as group training.

“Smart TOMOWEL” – group IT investment strategy

Digital innovations ranging from daily life to industry and society such as self-driving and multi-lingual
translation are making dramatic progress through
sensing technology that applies AI, IoT, ICT big data
and deep learning. On the other hand, there is an increasing need to raise labor productivity while improving the working environment and reforming work
life styles despite the shrinking working population.
Submitting “Smart TOMOWEL” as an IT invest-

ment strategy to handle rapid and major changes
through new technological innovations, our Group
has started conducting activities to make the company evolve into an even more attractive company.
We are striving to realize measures and improve corporate value in the five areas of “work-style reform”,
“manufacturing reform utilizing IT”, “creating solution
menus”, “security and IT infrastructure”, and “human
resource strategy”.

Realize "good company" in terms of CSR
Company in the past
∙ Have to get back to work….
∙ If only I had some spare time
∙ Still using paper documents?
∙ What internal knowledge tools do we have?

Company in the past
∙ Can simple tasks be done without people?
∙ Can we have a meeting by everyone bringing their
own computers when there isn’ t a meeting room?
∙ The meaning doesn’ t sink in even when I read
the text
∙ There should be a variety of work-styles in the future…

Realizing work-style
reform not restricted by
time and place

Start of digitization
and use of various types
of information in the
production environment

Company in the past
∙ Reliant on experience and intuition
∙ Cannot see actual situation
∙ Still too much manual work
∙ Can existing contents be used for new
business?

Smart TOMOWEL
Worker productivity will
increase by introducing
a new working
environment and
system

Development of new solution
menu incorporating
leading-edge technology and
a system to achieve it

Company in the past
∙ Can we predict the future with AI?
∙ Who do we link up with to achieve this?
∙ How do we progress this?
∙ Can this be realized in the first place?

Leader training held at the Tsurugashima plant
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Together with Employees

Human Rights and Labour Practices

We believe that a company grows when its employees grow, so we work to make sure that
our employee’s rights are respected and strive to create an environment that brings out their
unique characteristics and skills.

Respecting Human Rights

Diversity and Inclusion

Labor Relations
We guarantee freedom of association for our workers in accordance with international norms. According
to a contract concluded with the Kyodo Printing Workers Union, we guarantee the right of workers to organize, bargain and act collectively. Based on the spirit of
labor law and regulations, we confirm that both companies and unions shall mutually work toward both
company prosperity and stability in employee working
conditions.

Work-style reform
The healthy and fulfilling lives of employees and
their families is essential to the continued growth of
the group.
We are putting a foundation in place to achieve
“management that values people”, which will maximize
employee productivity and motivation through greater
diversity, less working hours, and flexible work-styles.
In the 2018 financial year, we held up an ideal of
“Realizing Work-style Reform and Enhancing Human
Resource Development Plan” in the mid-term business
plan, and announced a “Work-style Reform Declaration”. Principally through the “Work-style Reform Promotion Section”, we have been trying to establish an
environment where employees work enthusiastically
and with purpose.
This is based on
the
“TOMOWEL
Smiling Face Action” aimed at the
diversification of
“TOMOWEL Smiling Face Action” characters
employees, work
“Mirai (left) & Saku (right)”
times and places.
Web

Work-style Reform Declaration
https://www.kyodoprinting.co.jp/release/2018/
20180727-2354.html

Human resource/career development

Hierarchy-based
training

46.3%

48.7%

50.1%

Childcare Leave Takers

42

52

51

Male Childcare Leave
Takers

1

1

1

67

Reduced Working Hour
Employees

61

(including 1
employee whose
working hours
are reduced due
to nursing care)

61

※2

Kyodo Printing only (excl. contract workers)
*1 Calculated from people seeking reemployment
*2 Excl. employees on administrative leave
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Training for existing
senior managers
Training for new
senior managers
Training for new employees
Follow-up training
Career development training
Prospective
employee education

Work & Life
seminar for
young female
employees

% Paid Leave Utilization

Leader training

Diversity seminar
for management

100%

External courses (female employees)

100%

Career design seminar
for young employees

100%

Correspondence learning

Reemployed after
*1
retirement

Respecting diversity is a part of being a company
that values people. We promote the advancement of
female employees, helping them demonstrate their full
potential and providing a framework to help achieve a
proper balance between work and parenthood.
We are working to realize a working environment
where workers can demonstrate their full potential
while contending with concerns such as childcare and
nursing. Accordingly, we devised an action plan that
sets a 5% minimum of women occupying top management positions (minimum of 7% by 2021 starting
from 2019).
In the case of elderly workers, we introduced an
“elderly scheme” for re-employing people aged up to
65. This is a grade system with promotions and so on

Language training

2.22%

Support to gain legal/recommended qualifications

2.03%

Information security education

2.00%

Environment education

19
（4.7%）

Quality education

17
（4.2%）

Legal affairs education/intellectual property education

16(4.1%)

Subordinate guidance/
training education

Female Managers (%)
% People with Disabilities

Career design seminar for senior management

1

Career diversity

Career design seminar for middle management

1

Training for existing general
managers
Training for new general
managers
Training for existing managers
3rd-year training for managers
Training for new managers

Specialized
education

Courses held by each division (expert knowledge/specialized skills)

1

100%

Self-development

Self-development support/inter-disciplinary-style self-development

Female Directors

Hiring rate of retired people
seeking reemployment:

Knowledge education

Accounting/finance education

343(18.0%)

Prospective
employees

332(17.5%)

New
employees

316(16.3%)

Director training

Young
employees

Female Employees (%)

Diversity

Middlemanagement

1,905

foster human resources and career development. The
all-company education aimed to provide opportunities to
learn. It specialized in hierarchy-based training, focusing
on areas such as “the mind”, “wide-use technical skills”,
and “conceptual skills”. The job-specific specialized education program, on the other hand, is held by departments
when required, and it responds to changes in the market
environment.

Based on the philosophy and sense of values of the
“TOMOWEL” corporate brand, we have been working to
drive the continuous development of people and the company through autonomous human resource development.
In the 2018 financial year, we have redeveloped an educational system that reflects the group management philosophy, brand philosophy, and the views of management
and employees. We organized an all-company education
and job-specific specialized education program to help

Leaders

2018

1,897

We are working on support measures to help
achieve an active balance between work and life necessities such as childcare and nursing. We have a
parental leave support system in place to support
parents from before the birth of their child until
their return to work, as well as a seminar on career
support for a parent’s return to work, in which the boss
of the employee returning from leave also attends.For
nursing support, we hold nursing care seminars to help
employees prepare for the environmental adjustment.
We also have a rehiring system in place for employees
who quit due to childcare, nursing or the job transfer
of their spouse.

The previously multiple flexi-time schemes have
been integrated into one flexi-time scheme as an effort to reform work-styles. We have applied a flexi-time
scheme that makes working times more flexible by
providing more opportunities to work normal working
hours and delaying the start of core working times, and
by accepting workers who can only work short hours
due to childcare or nursing. We are also endeavoring to
expand work-style choices through, for example, the
expansion of telework.

Management

2017

1,941

100%

Number of employees who returned to work after taking parental leave 20/ Number
of employees who quit after taking parental leave 0

Work-life Balance

Officers

2016
Employees

Percent of employees who returned to
work after taking parental leave

Diversity management seminar

Employee Databank
(as of March 31st, 2019)

Childcare and Nursing Support

Together with Employees

Together with Employees

The Ethics Charter of the Kyodo Printing Group stipulates respect for the basic human rights of all people.
We have created measures with the aim of respecting
the diversity, personalities and individual characteristics of our stakeholders, as well as creating a corporate organization where our employees can make the
most of their skills.
Our Personnel Division, labor union and head office
clinic all offer consultation regarding harassment and
other violations of these rights.
People’s rights and customs and practices are laid
out in the “CSR Procurement Standard” and “Basic
Contract Document” for external suppliers. While demanding observance of such documents, a self-checking format survey is conducted every year. (See page 31)

awarded on performance, which we hope will allow
these workers to demonstrate their potential similar to
before retirement age.
In our measures to
employ people with
disabilities, we are
currently conducting
workplace training to
create new employment opportunities.
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Together with Employees

Human Rights and Labour Practices

Promoting social responsibility
in the value chain

Together with Suppliers
Health Management

Health Management of Employees

To show that ensuring health improvement is a vital management issue, we formulated a “Group Health
Management Declaration” in 2018, and established
a “Health Management Promotion Team” with the
chairman at the helm. We will focus our efforts more
on securing and improving the health management of
employees and their families, and on providing a comfortable workplace.
Health Management Declaration
https://www.kyodoprinting.co.jp/social-environment/
employee/index.html#section06

Safety and Health Management System
We are working to ensure a safe and comfortable
working environment where employees can energetically fulfill their abilities based on the “Group Safety
and Health Policy”. This is being conducted mainly
through the “Safety and Health Committee”, whose
members are divided evenly between labor and management. We are endeavoring to maintain and improve
safety and health management system by preventing
dangers by risk assessment and conducting health
and safety inspections.
Frequency of industrial accidents

(FY)
All industries
Production industries

TOPICS

Mental Health System
We have introduced mental health consultations by
occupational physician and certified psychiatrists as
well as our Employee Assistance Program (EAP) run
by an external specialist agency. We conduct stress
checks while also striving for prevention and early detection of mental health problems through Line Care
Training for our managers. We are also preparing a Return from Leave Program to support employees returning from a leave-of-absence.

Printing and related industries
Kyodo Printing

Certified as a
“Health and Productivity Management Organization (White 500)”

* “Health management®” is the registered trademark of Nonprofit Organization Kenkokeiei.
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Fair Trade

CSR Procurement
We have established and released the CSR Procurement Policy of the Kyodo Printing Group, which define
the basic policies that we should follow when procuring items, and CSR Procurement Standard of the Kyodo Printing Group, which indicates the basic items that
we expect our suppliers to comply with. Headed by
the CSR Procurement Investigation Committee, CSR
procurement is promoted across our entire supply
chain to ensure a shared direction and sense of value
in every facet, from those in charge of placing orders
for each supplier.
Web

CSR Procurement Standard
https://www.kyodoprinting.co.jp/social-environment/
supplyer/index.html#section01

Measures to Reduce Long Working Hours
We constructed a system that enables work times
to be checked on our intranet to reduce the severity of
working hours. Management is alerted when an employee works more than a set number of hours to prevent overworking due to its effect on both productivity
and health. Workers who work 80 hours of overtime a
month are required to speak to our occupational physician in order to ensure their health needs are being
cared for. We have put in place an environment where
employees can excel in a state of good physical and
mental health, For example, since January 2019, we
have been experimenting with an interval scheme to
ensure a minimum of 9 hours from the end of work to
the start of work the following day.

We were certified as a “Health and Productivity Management Organization in 2019 (White 500)” at the award event jointly hosted by Japan's
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry and Nippon Kenko Kaigi.
We have been praised for actively working to raise awareness of health
and implement health-related measures based on a recognition that maintaining and improving the health of employees and their families is essential to the continuous growth of the company.
We shall continue to pursue activities with the view that health improvement is an important management issue.
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Supply Chain Management

● Supplier Audits
Percentage of suppliers that
received an A or B in their CSR
Procurement Audit

Compliance with the Subcontract Act
We have established compliance regulations for the
Subcontract Act as a basis for transactions with our
suppliers.
Using our Regulations on Compliance with the Subcontract Act as a guide, we conducted education for
managers and supervisors as well as the purchasing,
sales and technical development departments, sending employees newly in charge of placing orders and
related positions to training held by the Japan Fair
Trade Commission and the Small and Medium Enterprise Agency to raise awareness.

The Supplier Helpline

99%

As a part of CSR procurement activities, we have
conducted a survey of main suppliers including overseas ones to see the state of CSR activities. There
was immediate feedback to the survey, which helped
to identify the current status of and improve our own
efforts, and we have conducted follow-up surveys and
taken corrective measures when required.
This survey has become a valuable opportunity to
hear the opinions of our suppliers.

● Green Procurement
The Green Procurement Guidelines were defined
to promote green procurement related to reduction
of global environmental burden and advancement of
product safety related to chemical substances. We
seek the understanding and cooperation of each of our
suppliers in enacting environmental policy to reduce
environmental burden across the supply chain.
Web

We work to establish a fair relationship with suppliers and eliminate any unfair practice through abuse of
position as the ordering party.

Together with Suppliers

Together with Employees

Web

We have implemented a variety of medical examinations to improve the health of employees. We have
been actively supporting specific health guidance by,
for example, cooperating with Kyodo Printing Health
Insurance Society to provide an environment in which
employees can participate in comfort. At workplaces
which handle organic solvent, we have secured an
appropriate working environment and implemented
health checks on employees working with organic solvents.

CSR activities are promoted with our supplier in accordance with fair practices for continuous
and mutual development across the supply chain.

To enable transparent and fair trading with suppliers,
we set up an “Ethics Consultation Office” helpline. This
lets us know when there is an organizational and individual violations of the law or behavior deviating from
the basic CSR procurement policy, and helps to solve
problems.
No claims were made in FY2018.
Web

Ethics Advisory Room (help line)
https://www.kyodoprinting.co.jp/social-environment/
supplyer/helpline.html

Supplier Communication
To strengthen cooperative relationships and develop
side-by-side with our best and most-valued suppliers,
we hold a “New Year Mutual Appreciation Ceremony”.
In addition, we quantitatively assess quality and
production aspects per division and present an “Outstanding Associate Company Award” as a letter of
thanks to our most helpful suppliers.

Green Procurement Guidelines
https://www.kyodoprinting.co.jp/social-environment/
supplyer/index.html#section04

New Year Mutual Appreciation Ceremony
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Community Involvement
and Development

Together with the Community

We take initiative to engage in activities as a company that benefits our society and community, aiming for continuous regional and societal development.

Supporting the arts and sports

We have implemented a variety of
activities to promote
the sound growth of
children, who are the
next generation.
As a leading comschoolchildren enthusiastically
pany in the printing Elementary
listening to a talk
industry, we have
provided opportunities to local elementary schoolchildren to learn the basics about printing and other subjects. We have also contributed to the development of
the next generation in the industry such as dispatching
lecturers to printing industry vocational schools and
organizing tours around our factories.

We have been
involved in art and
culture activities to
help realize a prosperous society. We
have donated part of
our earnings to the
restoration of orien- “Rekisen Marathon” water station in front of
head office
tal and Japanese art
owned by the Museum of Fine Arts, in Boston, U.S.A,
such as reproductions of artistic paintings, and have
supported cultural heritage protection activities. In the
field of sports promotion, we have provided support
and cooperation by, for example, organizing water stations at Marathon events held nearby.

Community support

Social action programs

We have been
working to solve
local issues and
achieve continuous
development.
We have entered
into a variety of
a fork lift truck in times of a disasagreements with lo- Providing
ter (Head Office)
cal governing bodies, and have helped to establish support systems in
event of a disaster. Additionally, as part of our social
action program, we have organized volunteer activities
such as local clean-up activities to help beautify the
surrounding area.

As a business
involved in making
books, we have
been working on an
initiative that allows
everyone to enjoy
the right to read. As
part of this initia- Braille libraries provided by Kyodo Printing
tive, we have supported the Japan Braille Library by providing opportunities for visually-handicapped people to read. In
addition, we have conducted humanitarian aid and
employee volunteer activities, such as collecting
used stamps and donating to JOICFP to help women’s independence.

TOPICS

We have actively been conducting social action programs to realize an inclusive society together with the
local community.

Kawajima Solution Center (Hiki-gun Kawajima-machi, Saitama Prefecture)

Minister of Health, Labor and Welfare Certificate of Commendation for contribution to
blood donation campaign
Blood products used to treat cancer and leukemia are supported by
blood donations. However, in recent years, there have been fears of a
blood shortage due to a lack of blood donors.
The Kawajima Solution Center has actively cooperated with blood
donation initiatives over a long period as an employee-participating volunteer program, which has saved the lives of many patients. This initiative has been praised, and the “Minister of Health, Labor and Welfare
Certificate of Commendation” was awarded at the 54th Blood Donation
Campaign National Convention.

Certificate of Commendation awarded by Minister
of Health, Labor and Welfare

Moriya Plant 1 (Moriya City, Ibaraki Prefecture)

Providing work-experience opportunities to local
students
Moriya Plant 1 has held internships for local students as part of its
support for school education. By providing opportunities to student to
take part in work experience, we have been useful in raising understanding and awareness of what it is to work.
Kyodo NPI Package, which is located at the same site, has been
accepting interns from INA Special Needs School and providing opportunities for the disabled to take part in vocational learning programs,
helping to support the independence of the disabled.

Together with the Community

Together with the Community

Next-generation development support

Social action programs at various sites

Practical training for interns

Goka plant (Goka-machi, Sashima-gun, Ibaraki Prefecture)

Supporting children’s education through manufacturing
The Goka plant is one of the largest production sites of comic books in Japan, and it contains a fully-integrated production line from the printing to the bookbinding process. This plant accepts children’s tours as part of its
next-generation education program. Through the familiar example of comic books, we pass on knowledge about
printing and tell children about printing culture, which helps to deepen understanding of our Group’s business.

Disaster support efforts

As disaster support supplies, we sent medium capacity “HANDY CUBE®” flexible containers to Uwajima City,
Ehime Prefecture and Takehara City, Hiroshima Prefecture in western Japan, which suffered substantial damage due to torrential rain in July, 2018.
In addition, we have continuously held the “Market
Company” event to support Great East Japan earthquake recovery since the year of the earthquake.
®

“HANDY CUBE ” – an excellent material for drinking water
containers for emergencies
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Together with the Earth

The environment

We promote environmental management aimed at environmental preservation and realization
of a sustainable society through the printing so deeply connected to daily life.

Environmental Vision 2020
Medium-term environmental targets are set every 5 years to expand activities that reduce environmental burden
in accordance with our environmental management system. We are working to achieve the 8 items and 14 targets
set for Environmental Vision 2020.

Environmental Management
We operate an environmental management system
promoted across the group based on ISO14001:2015.
Main group companies and all our bases are integrated and certified for promotion of group-wide environmental efforts.

● Environmental Management System (EMS)
Promotion Framework
Based on Group Environmental Policies, the Group
Environmental Committee chaired by an executive
officer was set up as the core body governing environmental management. This organization formulates
company-wide action plans such as group environmental policy and environmental vision measures.
Specialized environmental themes are promoted
through advisory committees. Continuous improvement is pursued via monitoring and revised annually in
management reviews.
Independent environmental committees are set up
at each office and group company to further enact
practical environmental action .
Web

Kyodo Printing Group Environmental Policies
https://www.kyodoprinting.co.jp/social-environment/earth/
index.html#03

● Environmental education system
We have provided environmental education to the
officers and employees of the whole Group. We also
implement follow-up training every year for those with
the internal environmental auditor qualification to uphold their auditing abilities.

● Environmental Risk
Risk evaluation and periodic inspection are employed for risk discovery and other environmental
risk management promotion in order to comply with
environmental laws and regulations as well as to prevent contamination risk. We are also involved in environmental accident and disaster crisis management,
emergency response training and other measures.

● Environmental compliance
During the 2018 financial year, we were not cautioned even once by the government about environmental aspects. In addition, there were only four complaints throughout the entire group of which two were
about noise, one about odors, and one about premise
greenery sticking out into a public sidewalk.
In all cases, these were speedily corrected after
confirming the facts.

Further improvement is required to achieve target
Steady progress toward achieving target

Objective (Overview)

Target (until FY 2020)

Target achieved

FY 2018 Results

Evaluation

Curb global warming
(Reduction of CO2)

Improve CO2 emissions basic unit 10% over FY 2014

Achieved due to 16% improvement over FY 2014

Reduce power
consumption

1% improvement per unit of electricity per year

Not achieved due to 2.7% deterioration against previous
year

Promote recycling and
waste reduction

☆☆
★

10% improvement of raw material input per unit over FY
Not improved as figures same as FY 2005
2005

★
☆

99.7% recycling rate

Steady progress as recycling rate was 99.7%

50% reduction of PRTR designated chemicals over FY
2010

Achieved due to 59.9% reduction compared to FY 2010

☆☆

40% reduction in VOC regulation emissions over FY
2010

Achieved due to 52.3% reduction compared to FY 2010

☆☆

Strengthen pollution management

Offered substitute to noxious chemical substance containing materials such as second class organic solvents

☆

Implement support for customers and cooperating
companies

Requested cooperation with improvement based on
questionnaire submitted to associate companies

☆

100% or greater improvement to number of developments over FY 2015

Not achieved as figure stopped at 71.4% increase over FY
2015

★

Number of developments included 30% or more living
and industrial materials

Achieved as share was 80%

3% increase over the green purchasing rate (ink) of the
previous year

Not achieved as 1.0% reduction compared to FY 2017

1% increase over the green purchasing rate (paper) of
the previous year

Achieved as 1.6% increase over FY 2017

Promote social
communication

Perfect social communication procedures

∙ Held 11th Nature Observation Meeting
∙ Participated in clean-up activities in local areas

☆

Raise employee
environmental awareness

Enhance education and training in order to meet the
needs of every employee

Implemented ISO internal auditor training (32 people)

☆

Prevent environmental
pollution

Develop and expand
green products

Promote green
procurement

☆☆
★
☆☆

FY 2018 Materials Balance
INPUT
Environment awareness-raising efforts aimed at employees
and their families

Energy

Electric
Energy

774,376GJ
Air

Fossil Fuel
Energy

To raise awareness of environmental issues and generate interest in CSR from real experiences, our Group held a
“Nature Observation Meeting”. Under the guidance of experts, familiar with fun ways to enjoy nature, we observed
creatures that live in the middle of the Tamagawa River during the 2018 financial year. Participants shouted for joy every
time they found a fish like a rhinogobius or Japanese striped loach or the larva of insects such as dragonfly or caddis
fly inside their scoop nets. This event gave the children a real sense of the diversity of life that can be found in the river.

Industrial Use

45,913t

ODS*

155t-CO2

NOx

1,922kg

PRTR

57,609kg

Drainage

166,000m3

BOD

63kg

Generated
Waste Volume

29,527t

Final Disposal
Amount

98t

155,560GJ

34,000m3

Water
Waterworks

128,000m3

Underground

14,000m

3

Kyodo Printing
Group
Production
Activities

204,759t

Water

Office
(Head Office)
8 Production Bases
5 Group Companies

Raw Materials,
Raw Materials,
etc.
etc.

CO2

Together with the Earth

Together with the Earth

TOPICS

OUTPUT

Waste

*Ozone depleting substances
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Together with the Earth

The environment

● Preventing Atmospheric Pollution

Global warming measures
The Global Warming Action Department leads
initiatives for the Paris Agreement (COP21) and
other international efforts to prevent global warming
based on Energy Conservation Guidelines. While
thoroughly handling energy management and facility review for each office, efforts are taken to
reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and energy
consumption through introduction of mega-solar power plants and other alternative energy sources to realize a low-carbon society.
In the 2018 financial year, we kept GHG emission
increases, caused by expanded factory buildings, to
the same level as the previous year by working hard to
make extensive cuts. On the other hand, the amount
of energy use was unable to absorb these increases
and increased by 2.6%. We shall continue to manage
energy and endeavor to cut use further.

52.3% reduction in VOC over FY2010
The amount of NOx emissions increased to 13.3%
due to reinforcement of boiler facilities in line with factory building improvements.
The amount of VOC emissions was cut in the 2018
financial year by 3.7% compared to the previous year
as a result of the introduction of UV ink and actively
seeking substitutes for cleaning agents.

NOx Emissions
(kg)

GHG Emissions and Changes in Basic Unit
(t/thousand yen)

(1,000t)

'15

'16

'17

'18 Results '19 Target
(FY)

Chemical substance management
Based on the Proper Chemical Management Guidelines for correct management and reduction of chemical substances, a Chemical Substance Management
Department was established for each office with the
Green Procurement Department acting as the core
promoting organization. Master data was created from
50,000 laws and regulations on chemical substances,
centering around those related to printing, while newly
purchased materials are entered in a Safety Data Sheet
(SDS) to ensure compliance with law and regulations,
reduce product use, provide information to customers
and support the health and safety of our employees.
We released the Green Procurement Guidelines to
ensure proper chemical substance management by all
our suppliers.
We have endeavored to cut emissions of PRTR-designated chemical substances by 50% by 2020 compared to 2010. As a result, last year we cut emissions
by 4.9% and compared to 2010, we have cut emissions by 59.9%, achieving our environmental target.
By changing to substitutes and reviewing work methods, we are working to cut emissions further and continue to achieve targets.

VOC Emission

'16

'17

Basic Unit

Zero emissions achieved:

10 years in a row

We steadily promoted waste reduction and increased
recycling in 2018, reducing total waste by 0.5% over
the previous year while reaching our medium term recycling target of 99.7%. We continued to achieve zero
emissions* in all 8 of our main offices.
*Company-wide standard is total waste within 1% of the final amount
of plant-generated waste with 99% or more of waste generated
being recyclable.

Total Waste

'15

'16

'17

PRTR Designated Chemicals Handled and Emitted

(1,000kg)

'15

Promote recycling and waste reduction

Recycling Rate

(1,000kg)

'18 Results '19 Target
(FY)

'18 Results '19 Target
(FY)

Energy Usage

Energy use and basic unit changes
'15

(t/thousand yen)

(1,000t)

'16
Basic Unit

'17

'18 Results '19 Target
(FY)
Energy Usage

'17

'18 Results '19 Target
(FY)

● Prevention of water pollution

'15

In the 2018 financial year, a BOD value exceeding the
normal one was temporarily detected due to changes
to water treatment methods. We are currently taking
additional measures to keep the emission amount at
normal levels.

■ Total Handled

TOPICS

BOD Emissions

'16

'17

'18 Results '19 Target
(FY)

'15

'16

'17

Total Emitted

Together with the Earth

Together with the Earth

'15

'16

'18 Results '19 Target
(FY)

Efforts to tackle marine plastic waste problem

(kg)

Prevention of Pollution
We endeavor to understand conditions and carry out
proper processing at each of our offices in order to reduce environmental burden and prevent pollution. We
independently set increasingly strict control standards
based on law and regulations to handle changes in
workload as well as fluctuations in waste amount due
to climate change.
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'15

'16

'17

'18 Results '19 Target
(FY)

Marine plastic waste has become an international problem due to its profound impact on ecosystems. As a supplier of packaging for the living and industrial sectors,
our Group has been developing products with materials that have little environmental
burden and researching alternative materials for paper and so on. We have also been
developing packaging that uses few raw materials. The factories of the Living & Industrial Materials Division have been continuously collecting plastic waste disposed of in
rivers and the sea. In the 2018 financial year, we took part in the “Clean Ocean Material
Alliance (CLOMA)” established under the leadership of the Ministry of Economy, Trade
and Industry. We will endeavor to cross industrial boundaries and help to solve the
marine plastics waste problem.

Logo of CLOMA
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The environment

Ensure Sustainable Consumption
and Production Patterns
Based on our Green Products Policy, we established the Green Products Department and are working to create products that are environmentally friendly
throughout their lifecycle. Our newly developed Green
Products, 105 of which have been produced up to
FY2018, are certified to meet our internal standards.
We have developed an ordering system as part of
our green purchasing initiatives that enables prioritized
purchase of environmentally friendly office sup plies
and other products.

Reducing Environmental
Pollutants

Long-term use
OxyCatchTM
This film maintains a
low-oxygen state inside packaging without using a scavenger. OxyCatch also
prevents deterioration
of products that can’t handle exposure to oxygen,
such as pharmaceuticals and foods, contributing
to maintained quality and extended product life.

Reusability

HumiJudge ®

HANDY CUBE

This user and environmentally friendly humidity indicator
is RoHS compliant without using cobalt chloride* allowing you to check if a drying agent is functioning properly in storage environments
for electronic components
and other humidity-sensitive
products.

Easy to fold and easy to
carry even if something is
being stored inside it! The
cube is optimized to preserve, transport and store
emergency drinking water.

®

*EU restrictions on use of specified hazardous substances
including electrical and electronic equipment

Saving Resources and
Energy
Partial Open ®

Utilizing Sustainable
Resources
Cartons for Kitchen Wraps
with Non-Metal Cutters
This carton has biodegradable plastic cutters made from paper,
corn and other plants
making separation unnecessary for disposal.
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Koishikawa Plant

Moriya 1st Plant / 2nd Plant

Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Moriya, Ibaraki, Japan

Main manufactured products: Platemaking,
publications printing, commercial printing

Energy consumption (GJ)
CO2 emissions (t)
Handled PRTR substances (kg)
Total emissions (1,000 m3 )
Final disposal volume (t)

FY2016
107,891
5,576
2,526
36
5

Main manufactured products: Paper containers,
flexible packaging, high-performance materials

FY2017
107,553
5,423
1,463
35
5

FY2018
71,832
3,546
992
32
0

Environmentally
Friendly SP Calendar
This calendar is made with
special consideration to its
disposal after use with environmentally friendly materials and is also universal
design compatible.

Disposability
Banana Open
Shaped so that the container and the lid are crafted
from a single film, making it easy to dispose of
because the lid section
does not detach after
being opened. Easily
opened but does not
crush contents.

FY2016
152,627
7,787
192,984
15
52

Goka Plant

Odawara Plant

Gokamachi, Sashima-gun, Ibaraki , Japan

Odawara, Kanagawa, Japan

Main manufactured products:
Publications printing, commercial printing

Energy consumption (GJ)
CO2 emissions (t)
Handled PRTR substances (kg)
Total emissions (1,000 m3 )
Final disposal volume (t)

FY2016
300,988
15,431
257
44
0

FY2017
283,839
14,268
229
35
0

FY2018
287,918
14,236
441
37
0

Energy consumption (GJ)
CO2 emissions (t)
Handled PRTR substances (kg)
Total emissions (1,000 m3 )
Final disposal volume (t)

FY2016
47,557
2,453
2,958
1
0

Tsurugashima Plant

Sagamihara Plant

Tsurugashima, Saitama, Japan

Sagamihara, Kanagawa, Japan

FY2018
205,057
10,073
178,195
27
46

FY2017
44,919
2,252
2,262
1
0

FY2018
47,523
2,329
2,326
1
0

FY2017
10,821
542
0
1
0

FY2018
14,345
702
0
0
0

FY2017
34,358
1,807
1,109
2
0

FY2018
34,967
1,582
1,200
3
0

Main manufactured products:
Laminated tubes

Energy consumption (GJ)
CO2 emissions (t)
Handled PRTR substances (kg)

FY2016
103,391
5,314
29,524

FY2017
103,045
5,163
27,713

FY2018
110,727
5,414
27,524

Total emissions (1,000 m3 )
Final disposal volume (t)

13
0

13
0

14
0

Energy consumption (GJ)
CO2 emissions (t)
Handled PRTR substances (kg)
Total emissions (1,000 m3 )
Final disposal volume (t)

FY2016
9,624
495
0
1
0

Kawajima Solution Center

Wakayama Plant

Kawajimamachi, Hiki-gun, Saitama, Japan

Aridagawacho, Arida-gun, Wakayama, Japan
Main manufactured products:
Laminated tubes

Main manufactured products:
Business forms

Energy consumption (GJ)
CO2 emissions (t)
Handled PRTR substances (kg)
Total emissions (1,000 m3 )
Final disposal volume (t)

FY2017
163,341
8,167
202,692
18
46

Main manufactured products:
Laminated tubes

Main manufactured products:
Business forms, certificates, cards

Recycling

Energy consumption (GJ)
CO2 emissions (t)
Handled PRTR substances (kg)
Total emissions (1,000 m3 )
Final disposal volume (t)

Together with the Earth

Together with the Earth

This easy-to-open resource-saving lid is great for draining
water from things like instant
noodles through a combination of proprietary half-cut
technology and easy peeling resin.

Environmental data for main sites

FY2016
74,033
3,805
533
16
0

FY2017
77,562
3,883
493
11
0

FY2018
80,862
3,963
552
11
0

Energy consumption (GJ)
CO2 emissions (t)
Handled PRTR substances (kg)
Total emissions (1,000 m3 )
Final disposal volume (t)

FY2016
33,205
1,744
1,226
2
3

Main group companies
Cosmo Graphic, Tomakomai plant / Kyodo Printing
Nishinihon / Jyoban Kyodo Printing / Kyodo Logistics /
Kyodo Ftech
Energy consumption (GJ)
CO2 emissions (t)
Handled PRTR substances (kg)
Total emissions (1,000 m3 )
Final disposal volume (t)

FY2016
69,972
3,917
23,842
68
70

FY2017
81,080
4,440
26,668
45
59

FY2018
76,704
4,070
24,399
39
52
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An Outside Perspective
CSR activities of group companies
Under the management philosophy of the group, each group company has been working to
solve various social problems and achieve the sustainable growth of our business.

Kyodo Ftech Co., Ltd.

Supporting disaster-resistant town-planning

Entering into a memorandum of local support and
cooperation in the event of a major disaster
As part of its cooperation with local disaster prevention activities, Kyodo
Ftech endorsed the “Disaster Prevention Town Planning Movement” promoted
by Nagoya City, and entered into the “Memorandum of Local Support and Cooperation in the Event of a Major Disaster” with the Biwajima School District Disaster Prevention Relief Town Planning Committee. This sets out to provide and
loan supplies such as water, food and emergency electric supply units owned
by the company in times of emergency. Kyodo FTech will continue to support
disaster-resistant town planning in partnership with the local community.

The President, Mr. Furukawa, (left)
receiving the “Local Disaster Prevention
Cooperative Office Sign” from Committee Chairman, Mr. Hiramatsu (right)

Kyodo Sogyo Co., Ltd.

Efforts to combat global warming through greenery

Awarded Grand Prix at “Green Curtain Contest”
Kyodo Sogyo has been vigorously conducting environment-related activities
such as participating in the Ministry of the Environment-led “COOLCHOICE”
national movement to combat global warming.
As part of this, the green curtain grown by Kyodo Sogyo at the company
headquarters, the Kyodo Koishikawa Building, won the grand prix in the group
category of the “Green Curtain Contest” held by the Tokyo Itabashi Ecopolis
Center. The company will continue to take part in activities trying to combat
global warming.
Mr. Maeda (right) receiving an award
from Mr. Igarashi (left), the manager of
the Itabashi-ku Resources and Environment Department

Kyodo Logistics Co., Ltd.

Results of ongoing eco-drive activities

Awarded “3 stars” under the “Freight Transportation
Evaluation Scheme” of Tokyo
Kyodo Logistics was awarded the highest evaluation of
“3 stars”, which was only awarded to 19 companies out of
301, under the “Freight Transportation Evaluation Scheme”
promoted by the metropolis of Tokyo.
This “Freight Transportation Evaluation Scheme” is an
initiative to promote the cutting of CO2 emissions of vehicles. It evaluates the daily eco-drive efforts of freight companies according to
their driving fuel efficiency. This is evaluated on the three areas of 1) fuel efficiency status, 2) systems such as eco-drive education, training and guidance for
drivers, and 3) daily fuel efficiency management systems such as accumulated
results and analysis of fuel efficiency data.
Kyodo Logistics introduced a telematics system* in 2015 to visualize the running status of vehicles. The company also holds a “Safety and Quality Environment Meeting” twice a year with associated transportation companies to share
information about safety, quality and environmental activities while seeking mutual improvement. Such steady and energetic efforts have started to bear fruit.
*System that identifies the running status of vehicles in real time by using an automotive device and
mobile communications.
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I was interested to read about ongoing efforts to reform work-styles, the uniqueness of regional revitalization projects, and the support services for health management introduced in this year’s CSR Report. I think
that a continued sincere attitude towards compliance
and environmental management and steady activities
deserve recognition.
However, the thing about this report that left the
greatest impression on me is that the connection
between “sustainable management” represented by
SDGs and “CSR” is unclear. In the first half of the
report, SDGs were touched upon and in the second
half, CSR was raised, but even though these two areas
should be seamlessly intertwined, I got the impression
that they were two completely different activities. I also felt that the TOMOWEL brand concept stood alone
from these two areas.
I feel that we have reached a period to once again
fundamentally question how Kyodo Printing should
position future sustainability and CSR management as
a whole should be evaluated, and what kind of story
you want to spin in synergy with TOMOWEL. To consider that approach, I would like to raise the things that
came to mind when reading this year’s report.
• How about dividing “innovation” aspects such as
solving social issues and creating corporate value
and the area of “responsibility” to be steadily assumed as a manufacturer based on the TOMOWEL
concept? This image of separated SDGs and CSR
can be overcome with this approach. In other words,
innovation and responsibility aspects should be pursued simultaneously to realize the world vision of
TOMOWEL.

• How about considering what kind of action is needed as an “innovation driver” to follow SDGs and
sustainability, what is required to build the capacity
of divisions’ sustainability sectors, and what can be
done to strengthen external partnerships.
• It may be necessary to more speedily and deeply
consider what kind of robust new business opportunities can arise from social issues from an outside-in
approach (inspired by the future, society, and external stakeholders). Certainly, you have introduced efforts inspired by some social issues such as regional
issues and health management, but I feel that you
may be able to unearth potentially even bigger new
business by more thoroughly analyzing mega-trends
arriving in Japan from the outside world (plastic
waste problem is one such trend).
This is a good report that clearly shows the sincere
efforts of Kyodo Printing. It is for that reason I hope
that you will continue to try and drive sustainability and
innovation even further based on integrated thinking.

Peter David Pedersen

Adjunct Professor of Graduate School of Leadership
and Innovation Shizenkan University
Executive Director of NELIS (Next Leaders’ Initiative
for Sustainability). Executive Director of TACL
(The Academy for Corporate Leadership)
Profile
Born in Denmark in 1967, Peter Pedersen began
working in Tokyo in 1995. He co-founded CSR
consulting business E-Square Inc. in 2000, of which he
was the representative director until 2011. He has
advised many Japanese companies on environmental
and CSR management, introducing Japan to LOHAS
and other new concepts from abroad.

Response to Outside Perspective
The President, Mr. Niijima,
holding the “3 Stars” evaluation certificate

Safety and environment meeting with
associate companies

Thank you for your valuable opinion regarding the
Kyodo Printing Group’s CSR activities.
We have been praised for our human resource initiatives, which seek to drive work-style reform and
health management. These are part of our SDGs
activities aimed at creating the long-term value of
our Group together with strengthening our business
base.
On the other hand, we sincerely take on board
the comments about sustainability management,
and will continue to try and make improvements. In
particular, we have started cross-cutting activities

through the Sales, Product Development and Management Divisions. These activities seek to create
new business opportunities founded on an “outside-in” approach aimed at raising corporate value
and, most importantly, to solve the problem of marine plastic waste.
We will continue to strive to become a company
that helps to realize a sustainable society through
integrated thinking.
Tetsuya Tomii
Senior Executive Officer,
General Manager
CSR Headquarters
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